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he grooves in these new 
knives are 3-D machined in an 

unusual striated pattern that 
just plain looks cool. Of 

course , looks aren't everything. 
So these groovy knives, designed 

by custom knifemaker RJ Martin , 
are also designed to deliver top 

performance. For hardness , 

corrosion resistance , and wear 
resistance , both the new Zings 
and the Grooves feature high-carbon 

Sandvik l 4C28N stainless-steel 

blade s. 

The Zings pair this 

grooved blade with 

a sturdy handle of 

injection-molded 

Polyimide "'- in 

zingy orange or 

classic black. The 

handle is strong , 

lightweight , and 

offers a secure 

grip in most any 

Made 
in the USA 

environmental condition - hot or 

cold, wet or dry. A locking stain less

steel liner ensures the blade locks 

securely for safe use. 

You can also get into your groove 

with the original Groove with its 

slightly recurved blade and decidedly 

curved G-10 overlays on 410 

stainless -steel handles. In the mood 

for a darker Groove? Check out the 

Tan to Groove in pure matte black. 

The Tanto Groove sports a Tungsten 

DLC-coated Tanto-style blade and 

Tungsten DLC -coated stainless steel 

handles with black G - 10 overlays. 

All you see is black -e xcept for the 

gleam of the shaving-sharp 

Kershaw edge. 
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Both Zings and Grooves feature 

the Flipper ambidextrous manual 
opening system for smooth and easy 

opening. But if you don't want to 
flip, the Zings can be opened with 

the handy built -in thumb studs. All 
models also include a removable 

pocket clip that can be reversed for 

tip-up or tip-down carry. 

How do we make the 
Flipper work? 

Unlike our SpeedSafe lll knives, 

Flipper knives have no torsion bar 
or other device that provides the 

opening assist. Yet they still off er 
smooth-and-easy ambidextrous 

opening using heavy index
finger pressure or a 

small flip of the 

wrist. 

This is only possible 

because of the 
extremely tight 

tolerances to whic h 
Kershaw knives 

are made. No other folding knife 

feels like a Kershaw. As the blade 
moves out of the handle, the feeling 
is smooth as silk. Then the blade 

locks into position with authority. 
State-of-the-art manufacturing 

technology combines with the 
expertise of our knife artisans to 

ensure each Kershaw is bui lt with 

extreme precision for extreme 
performance - and the smoothest 

fit and finish in the industry. 

TANTO GROOVE Model 1730TBLK 
Steel... ... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

3-D machined grooves and 
Tu!,1gsten DLC black coating 

Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with Tungsten DLC 
black coating and black G-10 overlays 

Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... .3·1/2 in. (8.9 cm) 
Closed ... 4·1/2 in. (11.5 cm) 
Weight...4.2 oz. 

GROOVE Model 1730 
Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with.~-

-
,. 

> 
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R.A.M.·· 
. Model 1910CKT 

R.A.M. Model 1910ST 

: .: ,,. 

Steel... ... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 

. ~·'' 
'" • '., ... 

-<- ..... ~ . 

Handle ... 606H6 anodized black aluminum 
with textured black G-10 overlay 

Lock ....... Hawk·Lock• 
Blade ...... 3·1/8 in. (7.9 cm) 
Closed .. .4·3/8 in. (11.1 cm) 
Weight...3.8 oz. 

Bade Magazine ho nored the 
R.A.M . as 2007's Most Innovative 

American Design. Since then , we've 
added more R. A.M. models -

R.A.M. Model 1910CKT 
Steel... ... Sandvik 14C28N stainless·steel with 

black Tungsten OLC coating 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized black aluminum 

with textured black G-10 overlay 
Lock ....... Hawk·Lock~ 
Blade ...... 3-1/8 in. (7.9 cm) 
Closed ... 4-1/4 in. (10.8 cm) 
Weight...3.8 oz. 

R.A.M. Model 1910CKTST (partially serrated) 
Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

black Tungsten DLC coating 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized black aluminum 

with textured black G-10 overlay 
Lock ....... Hawk·Lock~ 
Blade ...... 3-1/8 in. (7.9 cm) 
Closed ... 4-1/4 in. (10.8 cm) 
Weight...3.8 oz . 

includi ng models with partially 
serrated blades, as well as our new 
Tungsten DLC-coated matte 

black versions . 

All R.A.M. (Restraint Articulated 
Mechanism) models open with 
the Flipper ambidextrous manual 
opening system or the built-in thumb 
studs . Yet when a knife is this bold , 
safety is a key consideration. That's 
where the R.A.M.'s Hawk-Lock® 
comes in. Th e patent-pending Hawk
Lock® keeps the R.A. M.'s blade 
safely locked into position for use
and releases easily for closing. 

Choose the original R. A.M.s for 
sati n-finished Sandvik I 4C28N 
stainless-steel blades plus a black 
anodized-aluminum handle with 

secure-grip G-10 overlays. Or go 
all -black with the new R.A.M. 
1910CKT and l9I0CKTST. They 
feature the same 14C28N stainless 
stee l blades with the addition of 
wear-resistant Tungsten DLC 
(Diamond -Like Carbon) coating 
for extra performance. 

About the Hawk
Lock® 

All R.A.M. s feature the patent
pending Hawk-Lock ® for incredible 
security and simplicity of operation. 
R.A.M.s open easily using the 
amb idextrous Flipper or built-in 
thumb studs. Once the blade is open, 
the Hawk -Lock® automatically locks 
it into position. When you're ready 
to close the blade, pull the Hawk
Lock® slider back toward the 
knife butt and fold the blade in. 
Simplicity itself. 
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From the efficient design of its 
blade to the powerful, contoured 

handle, everything about the Ener-g 

and Ener-g II is meant to conserve 
your energy by putting the knife's 

bui lt-in energy to work. 

I 4C28N stainless-steel blades 
provide superior hardness, excellent 

corrosion resistance, and the ability 
to be sharpened to a precision edge. 
Textured black G-10 hand les offer a 

grip that's extra secure. Choose the 
original Ener-g or the larger Ene r-g 

11. Both open quickly and easily 

with the Flipper ambidextrous 
opening system. 

For a different kind of energy boost, 

check out the Over Drive Flippe rs
the OD-I and the OD-2. Designed 

by Lee Williams, these sleek new 
pocket performers come fully 
equipped with the new OD Flipper 

opening system- a variation on the 
origina l Flipper system. 

00-Z Model 1770 
Steel.. .... 8CR13M0V stainless-steel 
Handle ... Glass filled nylon 
Liner ....... 410 stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Locking Liner 
Blade ...... 2·1/4 in. (5.7 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/8 in. (7.9 cm) 
Weight...1.4 oz. 

00·1 Model 1775 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle ... Textured black G·l0 front & 

410 stainless-steel back 
Liner ....... 410 stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .Frame Lock 
Blade ...... 2-15/16 in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed .. .4·1/8 in. (10.5 cm) 
Weight ... 3.4 oz. 

Includes removable/reversable 
3·position pocket clip 

Here's what's different: when the 

blade is open, the Flipper protrusion 

folds into a recess in the liner, giving 
the OD a slim, smooth line a ll the 

way down. To complete the stream

lined look, the OD-I has a two-toned 
handle: textured G-10 on one side 

and 410 stainless steel on the other 
' 

plus a secure frame lock. The OD-2 

features high performance glass-filled 
nylon scales on both sides and a 
locking liner for safety. 

Designed by 
Lee Williams 

ENER·G 
Model 1740BLK 
Made in the USA 



ENER·G II 
Model 1745BLK 
Made in the USA 

ENER·G Model 1740BLK 

How to flip a Flipp 

Hold the Flipper knife in your dominant 
hand, blade side up. Be sure to keep your 
fingers away from the''shaving sharp" 
• ij ace your index finger on the 

ridged part o · 
back smoothly on the blade protrus10n 
at the same ti1 e as you flick your wrist 
forward sligh ly. The combination of 
the pull-back and the slight flip will open 
the knife and lock the blade into position. 
Option two, apply heavy index-finger 
ressure with a quick pull-back toward 

the butt on the handle. Both methods will 
open a Flipper knife quickly and easily. 
Kershaw's silky operation and precision fit 
and finish enables our Flipper knives to 
open with ease. 

Steel... ... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. .Textured black G-10 
Lock ...... .Locking liner 
Liner .... ..410 stainless-steel ,,. . 
Blade ...... 2·13/16 in. (7.2 cm) 
Closed ... 3· 3/4 in. (9.5 cm} 
Weight ... 2.2 oz. 

ENER·G II Model 1745BLK 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle ... Textured black G-10 
Lock ...... .Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... .3·1/2 in. (8.9 cm} 
Closed .. .4·3/4 in. (12.0 cm} 
Weight...4.9 oz. 
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1' ature's lahar is a fast-moving 
volcanic flow-the kind that 
famously erupted from Washington's 
Mt. St. Helens. Kershaw's Lahar, 
named for this type of swift flow, 

features a beefy recurve blade of 

VG- IO "super steel" and opens 
quickly thanks to the Flipper 

amb idextrous manual opening 
system. The VG- I 0, which is the 

same steel found in KA I's elite 
Shun kitchen cutlery, is extremely 

hard-60-62 on the Rockwell 

hardness scale. It is also stain 
resistant, tough, and takes and 

holds a precise edge. 

SKYLINE Model 1760 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless·steel 

with stone·washed finish 
Handle ... Textured black G·lO 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless·steel 
Blade ...... 3·1/8 in. (7.9 cm) 
Closed •. .4-1/4 in. (10.8 cm) 
Weight. .. 2.3 oz. Made 

The dramatically styled blade offers 
supe rior cutting performance, even 

when it comes to heavy-duty tasks, 
while the textured G-10 scales and 

curved handle design provide a 
superior grip even in wet or other 

adverse conditions. 

Another Kershaw hottie is the sleek 

Skyline. It's a super slim Flipper 

knife that's ideal for pocket carrying. 
It features a blade of I 4C28N 

stainless steel chosen for its hardness, 

excellent corrosion 

I 
resistance, and its 

ability to be sharpened 
to that perfect 

"shaving 

Made in the USA 

sharp " 

edge. For 
good looks, 
the blade 

has an in the USA attractive 

"stonewashed " finish. Textured G-10 

LAHAR Model 1750 
Steel. ...... VG·lO stainless·steel 
Handle ... Textured black G·10 
Lock ...... .Locking liner 
Liner ..... .410 stainless·steel 
Blade ...... 3·1/2 in. (8.9 cm) 
Closed ... 4·7/8 in. (12.3 cm) 
Weight...5.5 oz. 

handles in basic black provide a 
secure grip and a sturdy locking 

liner keeps the blade safely in place 

until you release it. 

Both the Lahar and the Skyline 

come with a removable pocket clip 

that can be reversed for tip-up or 

tip-down carry. 
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WE LEt · THE DOGS ' . 

We don·t call them Junhard Dogs ., - ..... , 
for nothing. With their big bark and 

heavy-duty build. thcy·re exactly 

what knife enthusiasts have been 

hmdin g for. TheY·re the made-in-
~ :,._ . 

the -USA JunK)1ard Dog. Junkvard 
~ ~· - . 

Dog ~ll . and Goinpositc Junhard .... . ... . 
Dog II. All have a fierce look and 

'-~-, 
st urdyt tainkss-steel construction 

for hcav~ i.ity performance each • and every time. 

The original JYDs sport a blade 

of Sand,ik 14C28N. a stainless 

chromium steel that provides high 

hardness and excellent corrosion 

resistance. while the Composite JYD 

II features our high-performance 

composite blade of l4C28N and 

CPM-D2. You"ll also appreciate 

the copper accent that highlights the 

fusion between these two premium 

steels in our composite blade. 

The handle of the JYD is pure 410 

stainless steel for impact strength 

and corrosion resistance. It also 

boasts a handsome '"riveted-steel" 

design and Air Force marking that 

add to this puppy's super-tough ap

peal. The larger JYD II has lighter 

weight G-10 scales attached to a 

stu rdy steel frame - as docs the 

Composite JYD. 

The G-10 offers extremely high 

mechanical strength and top 

performance in both wet and dry 

:..iliiitiiliiilliiii.11, the good 

JUNKYARD DOG II Model 1725CB (Composite Blade) 
Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N/CPM·D2 composite 

two-tone stainless-steel with copper accent 
Handle ... Textured black G·lO 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... .3-3/4 in. (9.8 cm) 
Closed ... 4·7/8 in. (12.5 cm) 
Weight ... 5.2 OZ, 

ri\etcd-stcd pattern, NC 0 machined 

into the G-10. The Composite JYD 
features simple texturea black G-10 

that offsets its more comQlcx 
l l l I . ~ Steel. ..... Sandv1k 14C28N 
) al c ( es1gn. . . stainless-steel 

,.._, Handle .. .Textured gray G-10 with 

All .IYDs feature Ker shaw's Flipper CNC·machined rivets 

opening system for easy opening. A 

frame lock secures the JYD blade in 

place. Even better. JYDs arc value 

priced. And that great price is just 

one more reason they're sure to 

appeal to a wide range of knife 

users who want a tough, versatile 

knife that"s built for strength and 

performance - and offers a 

doggone great look. 

Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ..... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade ...... 3·3/4 in. (9.8 cm) partially serrated 
Closed .. .4·7/8 in. (12.5 cm) 
Weight...5.2 oz. 

JUNKYARD DOG II Model 1725 
Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. .Textured gray G-10 with CNC·machined rivets 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ...... 3-3/4 in. (9.8 cm) 
Closed ... 4·7/8 in. (12.5 cm) 
Weight...5.2 oz. 

Made 
;in the USA 



JYD 
Model 1720S1 JUNKYARD DOG Model 1720S1 

Steel... ... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. .410 stainless-steel with CNC·machined rivets 

and Air Force markings 
Lock ...... .Frame 
Blade ...... 3 in. (7.5 cm) partially serrated 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weighl...4.0 oz. 

JUNKYARD DOG Model 1720 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. .410 stainless-steel with CNC·machined rivets 

and Air Force markings 
Lock ....... Frame 

JYD II 
Model 1725S1 

Blade ...... 3 in. (7.5 cm) partially serrated 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight. .. 4.0 oz. 
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a knife that you use a lot, a knife you 

depend on- you need a knife that 
fits your hand perfectly. After all, it's 

going to spend a lot of time there. 
That's why you'll like this collection 

of ergonomically contoured knives 

engineered by Kershaw. 

The newest addition is the PackRat. 

The PackRat's curved and textured 
G-10 handles curve smoothly into 

the palm of your hand for a secure 

grip. With its organic shape and bold 
curves, the new PackRat will make 

the 
Pack Rat 

features 
a premium blade of high -carbon 
Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel. 

This quality chromium steel provides 

excellent hardness, as well as 
corrosion and wear resistance. The 

PackRat offers a secure grip with 
textured G-10 scales overlaying pure 

sta inless steel liners. SpeedSafe O\l 
makes it easy to open, too, while the 

precision design ensures it's an 
extremely practical knife that's ideal 

for performing a wide range of 
everyday tasks. 
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Two other additions to a great knife 

collection are the Needs Work and 
the Oso Sweet. Th e Needs Work is a 
tough, versatile knife that demands 

to be put to work on any cutt ing task 
you may have. The blade is Sandvik 

I 4C28N, a sta inless steel that 

provides high hardness as well as 
excellent corrosion and wear 

resistance. The handle is made 
of contoured Polyimide ~ an 

engineering polymer that exhibits 

an exceptional combination of 
thermal stability and mechanical 

toughness. 

The Oso Sweet is a classic design, 
but with a tasty twist-a handle of 

injection molded glass-filled nylon 
with a distinctive "sca les" pattern. 
The Oso Sweet offers a blade of 

manual assist for 
smooth, easy opening. 

Perhaps best of all, both are value 

priced, so it's easy to add them 
to your collect ion. Knife users 

who appreciate good looking, 
hardworking knives, a SpeedSafe ® 

design - and a great price-are sure 
to want to add both the Needs Work 

and the Oso Sweet to the menu. 

Made 
in the USA 

PACKRAT Model 1665 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle ... Textured black G-10 overlay 
Liner ....... 410 stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Locking Liner 
Blade ...... 3-1/4 in. (B.3 cm) 
Closed .. .4·1/8 in. (10.5 cm) 
Weight...4.2 oz. 

Liner ...... .410 stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Locking Liner 
Blade ...... 3-1/4 in. (8.3 cm) 
Closed . ..4·1/8 in. (10.5 cm) 
Weight ... 4.2 oz. 

PackRats Include removable/reversable pocket clip 

NEEDS WORK Model 1820 
Steel. .... .Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. Black injection-molded Polyimide* 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ..... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade .... J in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed ... 4·1/8 in. (10.5 cm) 
Weight...3.5 oz. 





The Orange County Chopper Leek 
and Blur will definitely get your 

motor running. From freeway to 

driveway, they're born to be wild
and to quickly become some of 

your favorite tools. 

Both models get going with premium 
I 4C28N stainless-steel 
blades that not 

only hone to 
an incredibly 

sharp edge, but 

re-sharpen easily and strongly resist 
corrosion, too. For additional 

performance - and sheer good 
looks - the OCC Leek features 

matte black Tungsten DLC coating 
on the blade. Inspired by Orange 

County Chopper 's Web bike, the 
OCC Leek has the OCC spider
and-web image CNC machined 

from 410 stainless steel and mounted 
on the Leek 's basic black anodized

aluminum handle. And yes, the 
OCC Leek features SpeedSafe l!l 

manually assisted opening. 

SpeedSafe 111 lets you deploy 
the blade smoothly and 

easily with just one 
hand, either left 

or right. It comes 
with a secure 

locking liner 

and a removable/ 
reversible pocket 
clip for tip-up 

or tip-down carry. 

The OCC Blur provides the same 

multi-tasking ability and super
secure grip as all the Kershaw 
Blurs-but with a look that will 
really start your ignition. Its J4C28N 

stainless-steel blade offers premium 
performance, strength, and excellent 
corrosion resistance. And the new 

OCC Blur's anodized-alum inum 
hand le features a raised spider 
web, spider, and OCC logo 
machined into it. 

OCC LEEK Model 16600CC 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with Tungsten 

DLC black coating and OCC logo 
Handle .. .6061-T6 anodized black aluminum with 

laser cut 410 stainless-steel web overlay 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade .... .3 in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weighl...3.1 oz. 
Includes gift tin Made 

in the USA 



IT'LL MAKE YOUR EYES \YATER. 

Naturally, the OCC Blur also 
features the SpeedSafe ® manua lly 
assisted opening. SpeedSafe® and a 
handy thumb-stud make it easy to 
swivel the blade out of the handle 
for convenient use on the road or 
around the house. 

®ut 
anapftntf on 
T he OCC Web is the inspiration 
behind our new OCC Leek and 
OCC Blur. It's a seamless marriage 
of traditiona l technique and modern 
techno logy- just like Kershaw knives. 

OCC BLUR Model 16700CC 
Steel.. ... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. h061-T6 red anodized aluminum with 3·0 

machined web and OCC logo 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner .... ..410 stainless-steel 
Blade .... 3 ·3/8 in. (B.6 cm) 
Closed .. .4-1/2 in. (11.5 cm) 
Weight...4.2 oz. 
Includes gift tin 

COUNTY WEB BIKE 

The product of sophisticated 
computer modeling process, the 
bike's distinctive elements were 
created using a state-of-the-art, 
5-axis flow cut system to ensure 
the sharp, intricate edges that define 
this look. A sleek OCC razor 

front end and fat 300 rear tire make 
the Web a chopper at heart , with the 
solid handling and neutral balance 
of a more traditional model. 

© 2000.1003, 2004.2005,2006,2007.1008. 2009 
Orange Cmmt_r Choppers Design Properties 
LLC. ORANGE COUNTY CHOPPERS, acc. 
and the OCC LOGO lllul related indicia are Trademarl.s 
of Orange Coumy Choppers Design Properties. LLC used 
under license. Reproduction in 11·/,ole or in part 1ritl,0111 tl,e 
nTitl'r 11er111issio11 of the copyrigl,t lllul trademarl. on·ner is 
prol,ibited. A II rights resenwl. 





blade for toughness, durability, 
excellent corrosion resistance and 
edge retention. Its lighter weight is, 
in part, due to a tough, but light 
weight Akulon® handle. Akulon ® is 
an engineering plastic that retains its 
outstanding mechanica l propert ies 
over a wis)e temperature ra nge and 
in diverse operatin g environments. 

For an extra-secure grip, Kershaw 
enhances the Speed Bump with a 
Santoprene® overlay. Santoprene 
has the flexibility and durability~ 
natu ral rubber, but with a mu 
longer life. 

"When we set out t91 d the next 
Jeheration of ffwknives, we set 
ourse lves the ~)c of calling for some 
veri;dem~jtiftg "specs." The result 
is ~~•s Spec Bump. We started 
with a-premium-qualit y S30V steel 
bla"d his high-end stainless steel 

~n edge extremely well and 
es to remain tough even at its 

bard nesj- around 60 

with Tungsten DLC (Diamond-Like 
Carbon) coating. The Spec Bump's 
handles are built of durable G-H} 
machine d in a radiatin g, th ree
dimensional texture for a secure 
grip in any environment. 

With th ejr amazing looks, 
quality materials, and inc 
funct ion, both Speed Bum 
Spec Bump are a significant 
up from ordinary knives. 

Made 
in the USA 
SPEC BUMP Model 1596 
Steel ..... .S30V stainless·steel with Tungsten 

DLC black coating 
Handle .. Black G·lO with 3·D machined spider web 
Lock ...... Stud·Lock~ 
Liner ..... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3·5/8 in. (9.2 cm) 
Closed ... 4·15/16 in. (12.5 cm) 
Weight...5.2 oz. 



1:dfi oremost i h 
rugged and s t e Off set's 

excepti 
blade geometry M onally complex 
state-of-the-· . . anufactured by a1t Met I I . 

The . next stage of th 
sintering e process 
. . ' removes th . ' 
~tis sintered, the bla e binder. Once 
its finished size ~e has reached 
of 94%. Finally a;hd is at a density 

HTPed und . ' e blade is 
et extrem 

approximately 32 0 e pr~ssure, 

To keep the blade safe! 
open position th y locked in the 

O
rr. ' e mad · uset also h· e-in-the-USA 

a d as Kershaw' 
n secure Stud -L s convenient 

combines to ock®. It all 
create 

award-winnin . an advanced, 
proud to own~ knife you'll be 

Molding (MIM) a nJection 
. and h t · 

pressing the oc-c- o isostatic 
t ' 11set's bl d 
wo bevel ge . a e offers 

. ometnes h 
grind and fl· . , ollow at gnnd. 

the metal densit ' 00 psi, to increase 
durability and y to 99.7%. For extra 

good looks, 

fll.'\Ufl\tClal.l 8\.fll.'\t: 
Kershaw add 

C 
s a grey 

ov1 es incr d. This pr ·d 
cutting powe "' e i~ly versatile 
. r ior aw d 

situations. The ne I e variety of 
process prod t-shape MIM 

uces sol'd 
that combine the i_ metal parts 
of plastic in· . design freedom 

Ject1on m Id' 
material p . 

0 
mg witl1 ropertte · · 

wrought s s1m1lar to 
. metals. With . . 

design flexib·1· tts inherent t ity M IM. 
producing an al' . is capable of 

f h' most h . I o ighly com I mtt ess array 
fact the ON". p ex geometries -

11 set tak a 
of in order t es advantage 

o create 
quality 440C st . a 
steel bl d . amless-

a e with 
complex t , rue 
3-D g eometry. 

Here's how the 
process works· 
A blade mold .is 

cr~ated and filled 
with a con b. . 1 mat1on of 
metal and b' d powdered in er Wh . 
of the mold th . en it comes out 

than its fini;hede ~lade is 20% larger 
size. 
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hromiun N' · 1tnde 
blade coating. 

The Off set is 
also recog . "' . nized 

1or its d . ramat1call 
textured r Y G-1 , ightweight 

" ~heir de~:1:n:1;- With_ 
spider web" machmed 

_Offset's G- 10 ha:attern, the 
uniquely styled . dies are as 

bl
. d as its aw d . a e. On th ar -winn· 

G- I 0-- . e prnctica l side th mg 
which is ' e 

mechanical . an electrical and 

I 
. giade of l aminate i g ass cloth 

. mpregnated 
with epoxy . and cured 

resin-o~ 
~ren~h en high 

o 'excellent I 
properties a d e ectr ical 

. ' 11 chen · . even m humid o 1'.cal resistance 
r moist conditions. 

G-1O OFFSET 
Model 1597G10 

~ade 
1n the USA 

G-1O OFFSET 
Steel. ..... Metal i~1·eocdt_el 1597G10 ion·mold d 

stainless-steel ·th e (MIM) 440C 
H gray coaling w1 Chromium Nitride 

L:;dle ... Black G·lO with 3·D . 
. k ....... Stud·Lock® machined spid Liner 

41 
er web 

Blad~:·.·_·_'_'
3
.~/!t~nless·steel 

Closed 5·1/4. . (9.5 cm) 
We1ght ... 8 in. (13.3 cm) 

.... 5 oz. 





~ nee their introduction, 
~e mbers of Kershaw's Ch ive 
family of knives have received 

awards for innovation, value, and 

quality. And no wonder. Chives are 
the perfect pocketknives. Closed , 

each Chive is less than 3 inches 
long-ideal for pocket carry. They 

also offer top quality function 
including Kershaw's SpeedSafe k 

ambidextrous manual assist for 
smooth, easy opening by both 

right and left-handed users. And , 
of course, they're made of top 

quality materials. Each blade is 

manufactured of high-carbon 
420HC stainless stee l for 
good edge retention, easy 

re-sharpening , and 
excellent toughness. 

Even better, you can take your choice 
of many different styles of Chives. 

There 's bound to be one for just 
about every taste. Some also feature 
high-tech coatings for enhanced 

performance and aesthetic appeal. 
On one end of the spectrum are the 

original Chive and the Black Chive. 
Both blade and handle are pure 

stainless steel. The Black Chive is 
coated with black Tungsten DLC 

coating for corrosion resistance 

and just pla in good looks. For 
those who pref er a silvered look, 

the Polished Chive is buffed to a 
high-shine finish that offers a 
simple, but rich look. 

RAINBOW CHIVE Model 1600VIB 
Steel. ..... 42OHC stainless·steel with 

Titanium-Oxide multi-colored coating 
Handle ... 41O stainless-steel with 

Titanium-Oxide multi-colored coating 
Lock ...•. .frame lock 
Blade ..... 1-15/16 in. (4.9 cm) 
Closed ... 2·7/8 in. (7.3 cm) 
Weight...1.9 oz. 
Includes gift tin 

At the other end of the scale is the 
Rainbow Chive, which features a 
durable Titanium-oxide finish in all 

the colors of the rainbow. Our 
newest handle is anodized aluminum 
in fashionable pink. 

All Chives feature the Safety 

Tip Lock to ensure the blade 

stays securely inside the handle 
until the user releases it, as well as 

a removable pocket clip for easy 
carrying. The Chive may be the 

smallest member of the "Onion" 
family, but it's got all the advanced 

features knife users demand. 

POLISHED CHIVE Model 1600SS 
Steel ...... 42OHC stainless-steel with highly 

polished finish 
Handle • .A10 stainless-steel with highly 

polished finish 
Lock ...... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 1-15/16 in. (4.9 cm) 
Closed ... 2·7/8 in. (7.3 cm) 
Weight...1.9 oz. 
Includes gift tin 

BLACK CHIVE Model 1600BLK 
Steel... .. .42OHC stainless-steel with Tungsten 

OLC polished black coating 
Handle •.. 41O stainless-steel with Tungsten 

OLC polished black coating 
Lock ...... Frame lock 
Blade ....• 1-15/16 in. (4.9 cm) 
Closed ... 2·7/8 in. (7.3 cm) 
Weight...1.9 oz. 
Includes gift tin 

PINK CHIVE Model 1600PINK 
Steel. ..... 42OHC stainless-steel 
Handle ... 6O61-T6 anodized pink aluminum 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 41O stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 1-15/16 in. (4.9 cm) 
Closed ... 2·7/8 in. (7.3 cm) 
Weight ... 1.9 oz. 

CHIVE Model 1600 
Steel... ... 42OHC stainless-steel 
Handle ... 41O stainless-steel 
Lock ...... frame lock 
Blade ..... 1-15/16 in. (4.9 cm) 
Closed ... 2·7/8 in. (7.3 cm) 
Weight...1.9 oz. 
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makes it perfect for everyday 

Just pull back on the blade 
protrusion or use the thumb -stud for 

easy SpeedSafe © opening. As with all 
Kershaw SpeedSafe ~ knives, the 

torsion bar holds the blade safely in 
the handle until the user releases it. 

And it won't allow the blade to fall 
back into the handle unti l the user 

pushes it into place. For additional 

safety, the Safety Tip Lock keeps 
the blade secure even when carried 

in a pocket. 

For good edge retent ion and 
excellent corrosion resistance, the 
blade is manufactured of high

carbon 420HC stainless steel. 
For lighter weight, the Scallion 

series features colorfu l anodized 
aluminum or Polyimide ® handles. 

All Scallions include a secure liner 

or frame lock to keep the blade 
securely in place until the user closes 

it and a Safety Tip Lock to keep the 
blade stored in the handle. Fo r 

added convenience, all Scalljons 
come with a removable pocket clip 

for easy carrying . 

The origina l Scallion comes with 

heavily textured Polyimide® hand les 

in basic black. The textured handles 
not only provide an excellent grip, 

but also offer classic good looks. 
For a more colorful Scallion, choose 
the new Pink Scallion, the brilliant 

Rainbow Scallion, or the eye
catching anodized aluminum 

handled Scallions in red, green, 
or blue. These 6061-T6 aluminum 

extremely scratch-resistant. 

SCALLION Model 1620 
Steel... ... 420HC stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black injection-molded Polyimide1 

Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 2-1/4 in. (5.B cm) 
Closed ... 3-1/2 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weight...2.3 oz. 

SCALLION Model 1620ST 
Steel.. .... 420HC stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black injection-molded Polyimide~ 
Lock... .... Locking liner 
Liner ...... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 2·1/4 in. (5.B cm) partially serrated 
Closed ... 3·1/2 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weight ... 2.3 oz. 

SCALLION Model 1620BL 
Steel ...... 420HC stainless-steel 
Handle ..• 6061-T6 anodized blue aluminum 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 2-1/4 in. (5.B cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/2 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weight ... 2.3 oz. 

SCALLION Model 1620FL 
Steel ...... 420HC stainless-steel 
Handle .. .410 stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .Frame lock 
Blade ..... 2·1/4 in. (5.B cm) 
Closed ... 3-1/2 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weighl...2.3 oz. 

Made 
in the USA 

SCALLION Model 1620FLST 
Steel.. ... .420HC stainless-steel 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .Frame lock 
Blade ..... 2·1/4 in. (5.8 cm) partially serrated 
Closed ... 3-1/2 in. (8.4 cm) 
Weight...2.3 oz. 

SCALLION Model 1620GRN 
Steel.. .... 420HC stainless-steel 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized green aluminum 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ....... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 2-1/4 in. (5.B cm) 
Closed ... 3-1/2 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weight...2.3 oz. 

SCALLION Model 1620PINK 
Steel.. .... 420HC stainless-steel 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized pink aluminum 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 2-1/4 in. (5.8 cm) 
Closed ... 3-1/2 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weighl...2.3 oz. 

SCALLION Model 1620RD 
Steel ...... 420HC stainless-steel 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized red aluminum 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ....... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 2·1/4 in. (5.B cm) 
Closed ... 3-1/2 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weight...2.3 oz. 

SCALLION Model 1620VIB 
Steel.. .... 420HC stainless-steel with Titanium-Oxide 

multi-colored coating 
Handle .. .410 stainless-steel with Titanium-Oxide 

multi-colored coating 
Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 2·1/4 in. (5.B cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/2 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weight ... 2.3 oz. Page 25 



A ur newest Leek is the U dramatic composite -blade 
Leek that combines the durability 
and corrosion resistance of 
14C28N stainless steel with the 
toughness and wear resistance 
of CPM-D2. The two steels are 
permanently fused together and 
the join is highl ighted with an 
attractive copper accent. 

But that 's just the beginning. 
Kershaw offers eleven more styles 
of these popular knives- from 
the original Leek in pure, 
unadorned stainless steel to our 
award winning and vibrantly 
colored Rainbow Leek. All 
provide the pocket-perfect size 
and styling of the Leek combined 
with a variety of high
performance 
materials. 

Kershaw 's Leeks 
offer a distinctive 
design as well as SpeedSafe •ll> 
ambidextrous manualJy assisted 
opening. With SpeedSafe®, the 
user can smooth ly and easily 
deploy the blade with just one 
hand, either left or right. All 
Leeks come with a secure locking 
liner and a removable/revers ible 
pocket clip for tip-up or tip-down 
carry. Most Leeks feature high
quality 14C28N stainless steel 
that hones to an incredi bly sharp 
edge, re-sharpens easily, and 
strongly resists corrosio n. The 
Random Leek and G- 10 Leek 
use S30V premium stainless steel 
for additional wear resistance. 
The G-10 Leek's blade has a 
unique "stonewashed" finish that 
gives it an exceptionally rugged 
look. Some Leeks are available 
with a partially serrated blade. 
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Leeks come in a variety of 
handle styles, too-some with 
technologicaily advanced coatings 

for enhanced performance. For 
example, the bead-b lasted stainless 

steel handle offers strength and 
beauty. The G-10 Leek has a sturdy 

G-10 handle for additional gripping 
power and dimensional stability. 

A handle with black Tungsten DLC 

(Diamond- Like Carbon) coating 
produces a Leek with a non-reflect ive 

surface. For light weight and a one
of-a-kind look, choose our "smoked" 

double -anodized aluminum finish in 
two colors. Or choose our new Pink 
Leek with its fashionable pink 
anodized-aluminum handle, the 

Rainbow Leek with its Titanium 
Oxide coating that prod uces a highly 

scratch resistant, brilliant, rainbow 

finish. There's also the Random 
Leek with a modified Tanto blade 
for cutting power and Chromium 

Nitride coating for hardness and 
corrosion resistance. 

Designed to go anywhere and do 
just about anything, the made-in-the

USA Leek is the ideal carrying 
knife-no matter which one of these 

our many models you choose . 

Model 1660 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. AlO stainless-steel 
Lock ...... Frame lock 
Blade .... .3 in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...3.0 oz. 

Model 1660ST 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. AlO stainless-steel 
Lock ...... Frame lock 
Blade .... .3 in. (7.5 cm) 

partially serrated 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...3.0 oz. 

Model 1660B8 
Steel... ... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized black/ blue 

smoked aluminum 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight. .. 2.4 oz. 

Model 1660BR 
Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized black/red 

smoked aluminum 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ....... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...2.4 oz. 

Model 1660CB (Composite Blade) 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless·steel/CPM·D2 

composite two-tone stainless-steel 
with copper accent 

Handle .. .410 stainless-steel 
Lock... .... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...2.9 oz. 

Model 1660CKT 

COMPOSITE LEH 
Model 1660CB 

Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 
Tungsten DLC black coating 

Handle .. .410 stainless-steel with Tungsten 
DLC black coating 

Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...3.0 oz. 

Model 1660CKTST 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with Tungsten DLC 

black coating 
Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm) partially serrated 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight. .. 3.0 oz. 

Model 1660G10 
Steel ...... S30V stainless-steel 
Handle .. .Textured black G-10 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ....... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm) with stone washed finish 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight ... 2.6 oz. 
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The shallot onion is one of the 
world's favorite ways to spice up a 
cuisine. And the a ll-sta inless-steel 

Kershaw Shallot, is dest ined to be 

your new favorite way to spice up 
your knife collection. 

For this one, we've peeled away the 

layers, leaving nothing but superb 
form. keen funct ion, and pure 

stainless steel. The Shallot features a 
Sandvik 14C28N recurve blade. The 
unique recurve blade design provides 

for low mass an d high performance, 
while the 14C28N steel offers 

excellent hardness, cor rosion. and 

wear resistan ce. This high-carbon 
chro mium steel provides for a high 
quality blade ideal for a wide range 

of both everyday and extrao rdin ary 

tasks. The Shallot is available with 
a smooth blade and a partially 

serrated blade. 

This exceptional blade is pa rtnered 

with a sleek sta inless-steel hand le 
designed for a sure. ergonomic grip. 

The handle is built of 410 sta inless 
steel- hardened and tempered to 

provide maximum strength. For 
safety, there's a conve nient frame 

lock to secure the blade in position 

unt il you choose to releases it. Both 
blade and handle are polished to a 

steely matte -gray finish. Or. if you 
prefer the dark, choose the Black 

Shallot, with a smooth or partially 
ser rated blade featuring a Tun gsten 

DLC (Diamond - Like Carbon) 
coating. 

All Shallots feature our SpeedSafe"' 
, ambidextrous manually assisted 

opening. Just pull back on the blade 

protrusion with the index finger of 
either the left or right hand. The 
SpeedSafeK system the n moves the 

blade out of the 

Made 
in the USA 
and smooth ly and easily into 

position, ready for use. 

The Sha llo t is a pocket-perfect 

4-3/8 inches closed and weighs just 
4.2 ounces. It is made in the USA 

and built to uphold Kers haw's 

high standards of quality and 
performance. Like the tasty 

shallot it's named for, the new 
Kershaw Shallot is sure to make 

your mouth water for more . 

SHAUOT Model 1840 
Steel ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless·steel 
Handle .. .410 stainless-steel 
Lock ...... frame 
Blade .... 3-1/2 in. (8.9 cm) 
Closed ... 4-3/8 in. (11.1 cm) 
Weight...4.2 oz. 

BLACK SHALLOT Model 1840CKT 
Steel... .. Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle .. AlO stainless-steel with Tungsten 

OLC black coating 
Lock ..... .Frame 
Blade .... 3·1/2 In. (8.9 cm) 
Closed ... 4· 3/8 in. (11.1 cm) 
Weight...4.2 oz. 

SHALLOT Model 1840ST 
Steel ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 

partially serrated 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel 
Lock ...... frame 
Blade .... 3·1/2 in. (8.9 cm) 
Closed .. .4-3/8 in. (11.1 cm) 
Weight..A.2 oz. 

BLACK SHALLOT Model 1840CKTST 
Steel... .. Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel partially 

serrated with Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with Tungsten 

black DLC coating 
Lock ..... .Frame 
Blade .... 3-1/2 in. (8.9 cm) 
Closed ... 4·3/8 in. (11.1 cm) 
Weight. .. 4.2 oz. 
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T he big, beefy Boa was the first 
knife to off er knife users Kershaw's 
innovative, even easier way to deploy 
Speed Safe® manual-assist opening. 
The Boa lets you pull back on a 
protrusion on the back of the blade 
with your index finger- using either 
the left or right hand. This short pull 
deploys SpeedSafe® so that the blade 
moves into position smoothly and 
locks into place. In add ition , with 
the blade in the open position, the 
protrusion becomes an extended 
finger guard for additional safety 
and a secure grip. The Boa also 
features a thumb-stud that 

can be installed on either the right 
or the left side-making it even 
easier for left and right-handers 
to use the knife. 

Thi s rugged knife features a 
durable S30V stainless -steel blade 
with scratch -resistant Tungsten DLC 
coating. A slight recurve at the base 
of the blade provides enhanced 
cutting ability by extending the 
cutting surface and enabling knife 
users to slice through rope, 

cardboard, and 
other materials with ease. 

The heavy-duty handles are 
made of 606 I -T6, anodized 
and textured aluminum for 
lighter weight and strength. 

The liners are heat-treated 410 
stainless steel and the knife is 
equipped with a liner lock for safety. 

Want a smaller Boa? Choose the 
Baby Boa with its high-polish, 
high-carbon Sandvik 14C28N 
stainless -steel blade. In addition to 
mirroring the lines of the larger Boa, 
tht: Baby Bua has a unique cutaway 
in the handle that exposes the 
SpeedSafe® torsion bar in order 
to provide a glimpse at the inner 
workings of the SpeedSafe ® system. 

~ C, 

The Mini Mojito is anothe r 
smaller knife with the versatile 
recurve blade. Cool styling, 
SpeedSaf e® manually assisted 
opening, and Kershaw's patented 
Stud-Lock 'l\1 combine to give this 
smaller knife its kick. The Stud
Lock19 offers an extremely secure 
locking mechanism that is easy to 
release when the user is ready to 
secure the blade in the handle 
for storage. 

C, , BABY BOA 
Model 1585BR • • - /,!J(,;-~) 

T he aluminum handle features 
Kershaw's doubled-anodized 
"smoking" process. The handle is 
actually anodized twice-once to lay 
down the base color; in this case, a 
rich red-and a second time to 
"smoke" the handle with black. This 
produces a finish that looks as if 

smoke had been captured 
and imprinted on the 

handle. Each handle is 
absolutely unique

no two are 
exactly alike. 

» MINI MOJITO 
Model 1800 

The blade is quality Sandvik 
I 4C28N and the handle is 410 
stainless steel with a G-10 insert. 
The insert not only accen ts the look 
of the knife, but provides for a more 
secure grip in a variety of conditions. 

Made 
in the USA 



BABY BOA Model 1585BR 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

high polish finish 
andle ... 606H6 anodized black/red smoked aluminum 

with CNC·machined torsion·bar reveal 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
" ,er ....... 410 stainless-steel with high polish finish 

1 1de ..... 2 in. (5.1 cm) 
1 ised ... 2·3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 

ight...1.7 oz. 

MINI MOJITO Model 1800 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. A10 stainless-steel with black G·10 inserts 
Lock ....... Slud·Lock• 
Liner ....... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade .... .2·3/8 in. (6.1 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/2 in. (8.9 cm) 
Weight...3.1 oz. 





l1· s a fa~t that most knife injuries \\'ith black Trnc-Tcc inserts. black 

Ol.:cur bci.:ausc of a poor grip on the Tungsten DLC-coa!cd blade. · 

knife. Kcrshaw ·s Blur solves the and two blade styles, standard and 

prnbkrn \\'ith a unique handk partially serrated. For a Tanto-styk 
~ 

th.,t f'caturcs advanced materials '\_.. blade. choose the Tan to Blur in basic 

to ensure a safe. secure grip black, both handk and Tungsten - . C\cn · t1mc-- cvcn under cxtn:rnc DLC-coatcd blade. , . 
conditions. The Blur ,ilso kalun.:s 

i~ rcdiblc. multi -tasking 

, performance. the highest quality 

n7i"tcrials. and the kind of good 

looks knife users will be proud -to own . • Blurs {except the l670SJ0V Blur) -fca1un: pn:mium 14C2SN stainless-

sled blades fi..1r st1T1H.?:lh and - . corrosion resistance. Choose -standanl or parti,1lly serrated blades. 
F(~ smooth, one-handed opening. 

all Blur s ,ire SpcedSafe" ' equipped. 

The' anodized aluminum handles 

<!~ durable and light weigh!. But the - . . 
key to the Blur·s great grip is the 

combination of the unique handle ) 

... ~ nornics and the , \..._ J 
Trnc-Tec inserts \ \ 

' \~---~~---_,,,,. ~ . ..,, ~}-· '·. --=- BLACK BWR Model 1670BLK 
\ ~ .,-- Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless·steel with 

Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle.,.606H6 anodized black aluminum with 

black Trac·Tec inserts 
, on both sides of the handle. The Look I .... locking liner 
Rlfir·s 606 l -T 6 ·a I uminum handle liner .... 4'0 stainless·steel 
_. Blade .. .3·3/8 in. (8.6 cm) 
not only precisel)'tits the user·s Closed .4-l/2 in.(11.Scml 

h:ii"1d for a cornlOrtakik. secure fit, Weight...4.0oz. 

but Kershaw also CNC -rnachines -'i each handle to accept textured 

Tr71c-Tec inserts. The Trac -Tee -rnscrts offer ·1 rou 0 h drv fcelino 
r-..a.&c . ' e ' , "' 

that ensures a solid grip even in the i "t damp or slippery conditions. 

13lurs arc available in a variety of 
~ 

striking styles. The Black 13lurs offer - -a black anodized aluminum handle 

BLACK BLUR Model 1670BLKST 
Steel ..... Sandvik l4C28N stainless-steel with 

Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle .. .606H6 anodized black aluminum with 

black Trac·Tec inserts 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ..... .410 stainless·steel 
Blade ..... 3·3/8 in. (8.6 cm) partially serrated 
Closed .. .4-1/2 in. (ll.5 cm) 
WeigM .. A.0 oz. 

And finally. the SJOV Blur features 

a SJOV sta1nkss-stecl blade with a 

unique "stonewashed" finish. The 

design is set off by a black handle 

and black Trac- Tee inserts. All Blurs 
come with a removable or reversible 

pocket clip so it's easy to keep close 

at hand. When you ,vant a knife that 

offers both power and pcrfrmnancc, 

you just can't beat Kershaw\ 

versatile Blurs. 

BlUR Model 1670RD 
Steel ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless·steel 
Handle .. .606H6 anodized red aluminum with 

black Trac·Tec inserts 
Lock .... Locking liner 
Liner .... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ... 3-3/8 in. (8.6 cm) 
Closed .. .4-1/2 in, (115 cm) 
Weight...4.0 oz. 

S30V BLUR Model 1670S30V 
Steel... ... S30V stainless·steel with stone washed finish 
Handle .. .606H6 anodized black aluminum with 

black Trac·Tec inserts 
Lock .... Locking liner 
Liner .... ..410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3·3/8 in. (8.6 cm) 
Closed .4-1/2 in. (11.5 cm) 
Weight...4.0 oz. 

IANIO BLUR Model 1670TBLKST 
Steel ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle .. .606H6 anodized black aluminum with 

black Trac·Tec inserts 
Lock.. .... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3·3/8 in. (8.6 cm) partially serrated Tanto 
Closed .. .4-1/2 in. (11.5 cm) 
Weight. . .4.0 oz. 

' 
" 





R escue Blurs solve two of the key 

problems encountered in a difficult 

rescue situation: a poor grip in 

possibly slippery conditions and 

operating in close quarters. The 

Rescue Blur solves the grip prob lem 

with a unique handle that features 

advanced materials to ensure a safe, 

secure grip every time-e ven under 

the extreme conditions of a rescue 

situat ion. It solves the 'operating 

in close quarters ' prob lem with a 

round-tip blade for safe cutting in 

close or dangerous situations. 

Rescue Blurs are equipped with 
SpeedSafe 11, manually assisted 

opening so they're easy to 
open-even when you have 

on ly one hand free. The 
blades are built of premium 

l 4C28N stainless steel 
for strength and high 

corrosion resistance. 
Partial serration ensures 

that the Rescue Blur 
can cut though cord, 

seat-belt webbing, and 
more. The anodized 

aluminum handles 
are durable and 
lightweight. 

For extra traction and a secure 
grip , the handles are outfitted 

with Trac-Tee inserts. The Trac-Tee 
material provides a non-slip grip 

even in wet and slippery conditions. 

Rescue Blurs also feature a carbide 
glass-breaker tip for emergency use. 

A sharp blow with the carbide tip 
can crack windshield glass, enabling 
trapped accident victims to escape. 

In an emergency, the glass-breaker 
can mean the difference between life 

and death for trapped victims. 

Whether you choose basic black or 
easy-to-see red , you're sure to want 

one or more Rescue Blurs in your 
emergency kit. 

Made 
in the USA 

RESCUE BLUR 
Model 1675BLKST 

RESCUE BLUR 
Model 1675RDST 

RESCUE BLUR Model 1675BLKST 
Steel... ... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle .. .606H6 anodized black aluminum with black 

Trac-Tee inserts and carbide glass-breaker tip 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3·3/8 in. (8.6 cm) partially serrated 

with dull tip 
Closed .. .4·1/2 in. (11.5 cm) 
Weight...4.0 oz. 

RESCUE BLUR Model 1675RDST 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. .6061·T6 anodized red aluminum with black 

Trac-Tee inserts and carbide glass-breaker tip 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ..... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3·3/8 in. (8.6 cm) partially serrated 

with dull tip 
Closed ... 4·1/2 in. (11.5 cm) 
Weight...4.0 oz. 
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Tl~I: 
l~I: I~ til~I~ lll 
l~l:til'l11~L11:I~ 
is another key tool to include in 
your ready-for-anything arsenal. 
It's designed to handle everything 
from extreme sport s to rescue 
situations. 

The Responder features a fixed 
blade with full-tang construction 
for strength.It also has a non-slip, 
double injection-molded 

Santoprene" handle for a secure 
grip in any situation-from wet 
and mudd) to cold and icy. The 
neon-yellow Responder also features 
a !if e-saving carbide glass-breaker tip 
built into the handle. The Responder 
is also available in basic black, 
without the glass-breaker tip. 

The blade design compliments this 
multi-function handle. Built of 
AUS8A stainless steel with Black 
Teflon;\, coating, this tough blade 
rates 57-58 on the Rockwell 
hardness scale. 

:,,,, 
. : {, . ~~ J < 

RESPONDER 
Model 1078 · .. 

·'." ·,·,-...-i. .. . ,·· 

It is corrosion resistant, easy to 
re-sharpe n, and takes a razor edge. 
The blade's cutting hook will zip 
through most material with ease
including line, webbing, and seat 
belts- but the tip is rounded for 
safety. The multi-function Kydex® 
sheath offers multiple carry opt ions 
with both cord eyelets and stl1lp 
slots and keeps the Respond er close 
at hand. 

With Kershaw's Responder s, you'll 
be ready for just about anything life 
throws at you. 

Model 1078YL 
Steel ....... AUS8A stainless-steel with black 

Teflon• coating 
Handle ... Neon yellow double-injection-molded 

Santoprene • 
Blade ..... 3-3/4 in. (9.8 cm) partially serrated 

full-tang with carbide glass-breaker tip, 
cord cutter and blunt tip 

Overall...8·3/4 in. (22.3 cm) 
Welght ... 4.8 oz. 
Includes Kydex• sheath 

• 1 Model 1078 
Steel... .... AUS8A stainless-steel with black 

Teflon• coating 
Handle ... Black double-injection-molded Santoprene~ 
Blade ..... 3-3/4 in. (9.8 cm) partially serrated 

full-tang with cord cutter and blunt tip 
Overall...8·3/4 in. (22.3 cm) 
Weight...4.8 oz. 
Includes Kydex• sheath 

Model 1078YL includes a carbide 
glass-breaker tip 



Tj• E NE\~ 
\~ MlPLJ\SM has the kind of 
dramatic looks that will turn your 
head fast. But, believe us, this is the 
kind of Whiplash you want. This bold, 
military-style fixed-blade knife has a 
built-in parachute cord lanyard. Pull 
the tab at the butt of the knife to 
release the elasticized lanyard, wrap it 
around your wrist, and you're good to 
go. For an even more secure grip, the 
Whiplash features extra-large thumb 
notches and an oversized index-finger 
notch. For hardness and strength, the 

manually assisted opening and when to 
use fully manual operation. Simply 
flip the roll-switch on the knife's spine. 
The high-performance blade is 
Tungsten DLC-coated, Sandvik 
14C28N stainless steel. Handsome, 
anodized-aluminum handles 
provide lightweight strength. 

For simplicity and ultimate utility, 
the Military Boot Knife is a year-
in, year-out favorite. The one-piece 
knife is drop forged from I .4116 

blade is 8CR 14 stainless steel with a partial false 

T
1

AC1·1t:ALLY 

Or you could pull the Ripcord. The 
Ripcord offers a patented design that 
provides the strength and stability 
of a fixed-blade knife, yet stores as 
compactly as a folding knife. A 
convenient sheath doubles as the OTF 
("Out the Front") deployment system. 
A knob in the sheath engages or 
disengages the locking function. 
Simply grasp the handle and pull 
straight out of the sheath. To close 
the knife, just replace it in the sheath. 
Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel 
gives the blade strength, corrosion 
resistance, and edge retention. 
Tungsten DLC (Diamond-Like 
Carbon) coating enhances perform
ance and looks good doing it. The 
sheath is MOLLE compatible. 

Kershaw's Tanto Cyclone is another 
top tactical choice. It features an 
innovative "On/Off Option" that lets 
you control when to use SpeedSafell) 

edge on top- in addition to its 
"shaving sharp" business edge. The 
finish is bead-blasted, matte gray, 
and non-reflective. Steel riveted POM 
scales provide an excellent grip. The 
quick-release sheath features a slim 
design for multiple carrying options. 

TANTO CYCLONE Model 1630TBLKST 
Steel.. ... .Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle .. .6061-T6 anodized black aluminum 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
8Iade ..... 3·3/4 in. (9.5 cm) 

partially serrated 
Closed .. .5 in. (12.7 cm) 
Weight...6.3 oz. 

RIPCORD Model 3200 
Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

Tungsten DLC black coating 
Handle ... 606H6 anodized black aluminum with 

black Trac-Tee inserts 
Blade ..... 3·7/16 in. (8.6 cm) 
Closed .. .4·3/8 in. (11.1 cm) 
Weight...4.2 oz. 
Includes multi-function belt sheath 
with deployment knob 

WHIPLASH 
Model4355 

,,. 

MILITARY KNIFE Model 4351 
Steel. ...... One·piece, drop-forged 1.4116 

German stainless-steel 
Handle ... POM scales 
Blade ..... 4·1/2 in. (11.5 cm) full-tang construction 
Overall ... 9 in. (22.9 cm) 
Weight...4.4 oz. 
Includes multi-use sheath 
and strap system 

WHIPLASH Model 4355 
Steel. ..... 8CR13MOV stainless-steel with 

black Titanium carbo nitride 
Handle ... lnjection·molded glass-filled nylon 

overlay with built-in lanyard 
Blade .... ..4·1/2 in. (11.4 cm) 
Overall ... 9 in. (22.8 cm) 
Weight...6.4 oz. 
Includes sheath 





GET 
A GRIP 
on one of Kershaw's hardest working 
pocketknives. 

0 
It's the D. W. 0 . Classic , a small 

but mighty clip-blade knife that 
weighs in at less than 2 ounces 

and takes up just over 3 inches of 
space when closed. 

Our newest D.W.O. is the D.W.O. 
Pink. And while the pink color is just 

plain fun, the durable co-polymer 
handle serves a very pract ical 

purpose. It provides a comfortable 
grip and non-slip control in most any 
outdoor condition - from desert hot 

and dry to monsoon wet. The lock 
back design makes it safe to use and 
is easy to release when you want to 

close the knife. The D.W.O. even has 
a built-in slot to hold a lanyard. T he 
work-tough D.W.O. is the ideal 
companion for pocket, glove 

compartment, toolbox , or truck box. 

All feature the Kershaw comfortab le 
co-polymer hand le for a secure grip 
and a premium AUS6A stainless 
steel blade for top performance. 

The Kershaw D.W.O. was first 
introduced in 1986 in memory of 
Delley Wade Officer (1960-1984) 
who fell victim to a trag ic hunting 
accident. A portion of the proceeds 
from the sale of each knife still goes 
to Delley's family. 

Designed to dish it out and take it, 
the D. W.O. is so useful, you 'II want 
more than one. They 're destined to 
be one- or more- of your very 
favorite Kershaw knives. 

D.W.O. CLASSICS Model 3000 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Liner ...... 420 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade ..... 2·3/8 in. (6.1 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/4 in. (8.4 cm) 
Weight...1.6 oz. 

D.W.O. CLASSICS Model 3000BL 
Steel.. .... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Liner ..... .420 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Blue injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade ..... 2·3/8 in. (6.1 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/4 in. (8.4 cm) 
Weight...1.6 oz. 

0 

D.W.O. CLASSICS Model 3000OR 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Liner ...... 420 stainless-steel 
Handle ... 0range injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade .... .2·3/8 in. (6.1 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/4 in. (8.4 cm) 
Weight ... 1.6 oz. 

D.W.O. CLASSICS Model 3000PINK 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Liner ...... 420 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Pink injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade ..... 2·3/8 in. (6.1 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/4 in. (B.4 cm) 
Weight...1.6 oz. 



CLASSICS Model 3000RD 
D.W.O. S6A stainless-steel Steel ...... AU 

• Lock back 
Loc"······· · less·steel 
Liner ..... .4ZO Sl_ainr ·molded co·polynier 
Handle ... Red inJec ~otcm) 
Blade .... .2-3/8 m. ( . 

' 
3-1/4 in. (8.4 cm) Close ... 

Weight...1.6 oz. 

D.W.O. 
Model 3000 

DW.0. OR 
M·odel 3000 

D.W.0. BL 
Model 3000 
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Storm s do 
not include SpeedSafe®, 
knife users will appreciat e the 
Storm 's butter-smooth , one-handed 
manual opening. The blade glides 
easily out of the handle as the user 
pushes on the thumb-stud and 
rotates the blade into position. 
Storms also can be easily "flipped " 
open by pulling back on the Flipper 
blade protrusion while rolling the 
wrist forward. A frame lock secures 
the blade in place while in use. 

Storms feature a dramatic blade 
designed for multi-tasking and 
top performance. Kershaw chose 
Sandvik I 4C28N stainless steel 
for the blade to ensure durability , 
corrosion resistance , exceptional 
edge retention , and easy 
re-sharpening. For extra strength 
and cutting power, the blades are 
flat ground to Kershaw 's famous , 
"shaving sharp " edge. 

The Storm series features quality , 
heat-treated 410 steel handles with 
black Trac-Tee insert s. The insert s, 
along with Kershaw 's unique handle 
ergonomics , ensure a super-secure 
grip. Kershaw CNC-machines 
each handle to accept these 
textured inserts. 

Guilherme Marchi , and has been 
emblazoned with his signature and 
a silhouette of Guilherme riding a 
bull. The Rodeo Storm is the larger 
4-3/4 inch Storm and comes with the 
partially serrated blade- perfect for 
all the tasks Guilherme has to take 
care of- whether in the rodeo or 
back at the ranch. 

Guilherme Marchi 
2008 World Champion 
Pro Bull Rider 

Proud to Wear the 
Kershaw Brand 



( .. ~ .. 

,STORM Model 1470 . 
· Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with black Trac·Tec inserts 
Lock ...... .Frame lock ·~"If ·• 

Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm) 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
weight...4.2 oz. 

STORM Model 1470ST 
Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle ... 410 stainless-steel with black Trac·Tec inserts 
Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm) partially serrated 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...4.2 oz. 

... .. ' ...... .. ·' .. ... ... _, ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 
................................. ~ 
...... ...... ... ~ .................. '----.. .................. iii;,,_ 

....... ~-~ 
• 

. . 

STORM II Model 1475 
Steel. ..... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with black Trac-Tee inserts 
Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3·1/2 in. (8.8 cm) 
Closed ... 4·3/4 in. (12.0 cm) 
Weight...5.6 oz. 

STORM II Model 1475ST 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with black Trac·Tec inserts 
Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3-1/2 in. (8.8 cm) partially serrated 
Closed ... 4·3/4 in. (12.0 cm) 
Weight...5.6 oz. 

RODEO STORM II Model 1475GMST 
Steel.. ... ;Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with black Trac-Tee inserts 
Lock ....... Frame lock 
Biade ..... 3·1/2 in. (8.8 cm) partially serrated 
Closed ... 4·3/4 in. (12.0 cm) 
Weight! .S.6 oz. 
lnc:iudes Guilherme Marchi's 

' likeness & signature 
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With its ' •drilled" industrial 

design , the Vapor combines 

high-t ech good look s with super
smooth , one-hand ed, manual 
opening. We designed the Vapor to 

provide knife users with advanced 
style at a value price. 

The Black Vapor gives you the 

same great style, but in classic black. 
Both blade and handle are coated 

with Tit anium Carbo-Nitride for 
enhanced hardness. as well as pure 

good looks. 

Like a fresh , spray-laden breeze 

Vapors are precision engineered for from a waterfall , the Vapor blows 
smooth, easy blade travel. The Vapor in to vaporize the boring or ordinary 

blade glides easily out of the handle in carrying knives. The Vapor 
as the user pushes on the unique , offers terrific looks and precision 

conical-stepped thumb-stud and performance in an everyday 
rotates the blade into position. When carrying knife that still has 

BLAC VAPOR Model 1640BLKST 
Steel. ..... AUS6A stainless-steel with Titanium 

Carbo-Nitride black coating 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with Titanium 

Carbo-Nitride black coating 
Lock ...... .Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm} partially serrated 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm} 
Weight...3.2 oz. 

VAPOR II Model 1650 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Handle .. .410 stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3-1/2 in. (8.8 cm) 
Closed ... 4·1/2 in. (11.5 cm} 
Weight...4.5 oz. 

the blade is open, a portion of the plenty of flair. 

frame moves behind the blade to t h e 
lock it secu,ely in place Premium n 
Honl~-1

..--

·st 

AUS 6A stainless 

blade steel provides 
an excellent balance 

of toughness, 

edge sharpness, 
and corrosion 

resistance. For extra 
strength, the blade is flat ground to 
Kershaw's famous, "shaving sharp" 

edge. 

But it's the open handle that gives 
the Vapor its distinctive look. For 

all-purpose strength, the handle is 
built of heat-treated 410 stainless 
steel. Then it's drilled with a series 

of prec ision ho les along the entire 
length of the handle. The ho les 

prov ide the user with a glimpse 
of the inner mechanical workings 

of the Vapor- and at the same time, 
enhance its strong, yet airy look. 

The Vapor offers two handsome 

finishes. For a classic look, choose 
the pure stainless steel Vapor -

in two sizes and with straight or 
partially serrated blades . 

VAPOR Model 1640 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .Fram,~ lock 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm} 
Closed • ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...3.2 o.z. 

VAPOR Model 1640ST 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Handle .. .410 stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Fram,e lock 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm} partially serrated 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm} 
Weight...3.2 oz. 

BLACK VAPCIR Model 1640BLK 
Steel.. .... AUS6A stainless-steel with Titanium 

Carbo-Nitride black coating 
Handle ... 410 stainless-steel with Titanium 

Carbo-Nitride black coating 
Lock ....... Fram e lock 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.5 cm} 
Closed . ..4 in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...3.2 oz. 

VAPOR 
Model 1640 

BLACK VAPOR II 
Model 16S0BLKST 

VAPOR II Model 1650ST 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Handle . ..410 stainless·steel 
Lock ....... Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3·1/2 in. (8.8 cm} partially serrated 
Closed ... 4·1/2 in. (11.5 cm} 
Weight...4.5 oz. 

BLACK VAPOR II Model 1650BLK 
Steel. ..... AUS6A stainless-steel with Titanium 

Carbo-Nitride black coating 
Handle . ..410 stainless-steel with Titanium 

Carbo-Nitride black coating 
Lock .... ...frame lock 
Blade ..... 3·1/2 in. (8.8 cm) 
Closed •. .4-1/2 in. (11.5 cm) 
Weight...4.5 oz. 

BLACK VAPOR II Model 1650BLKST 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel with Titanium 

Carbo-Nitride black coating 
Handle ... 410 stainless-steel with Titanium 

Carbo-Nitride black coating 
Lock ...... .Frame lock 
Blade ..... 3·1/2 in. (8.8 cm) partially serrated 
Closed .. .4·1/2 in. (11.5 cm) 
Weight...4.5 oz. 





,_.Yr your taste runs toward cold steel 
and warm hardwoods, you 'II appreciate 
this collection of classic Kershaw knives. 

The Shotgun Shell knife is a perennial 
Kershaw favorite. It features two 
stainless-steel blades: a classic clip-point 
blade that provides a sharp point and 
excellent blade control, and a handy 
file blade with flat screwdriver tip. The 
handsome rosewood handle is accented 
with a brass "shotgun shell" cap and 
brass liners. 

The Double Cross and Double Duty also 
feature multiple blades and are versatile, 
yet compact, tools. The Double Cross 
olTers both a clip-point and a sheepsfoot 
blade and thumb-studs for one-handed 
opening. The larger Double Duty 
features a clip-point and a spay blade. 
Both models have polished nickel 
bolsters with handsome stamina-wood 
scales. For safe operation, both feature 
a unique single liner that locks both 
blades. 

For classic folders with a refined look, 
choose the Whiskey Gap and the Wild 
Turkey. These single-blade pocketknives 
feature AUS8A stainless-steel blades that 
earn a 58-59 on the Rockwell hardness 
scale. Brass liners, satin-finished bolsters, 
and rosewood inlays in the handles put 
the finishing touches on these classy 
gentlemen's knives. 

SHOTGUN SHELL Model 12GAD 
Steel.. .... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Liner ...... Brass 
Handle .. Rosewood 
Bolster • .Polished brass 
Blade·A ..... 2 in. (5.1 cm) non-locking 
Blade·B ..... 2 in. (5.1 cm) non-locking screwdriver/file 
Closed ... 2·5/8 in. (6.7 cm) 
Weight ... 1.2 oz . 

• 

WHISKEY GAP Model 4100 
Steel.. .... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock. ...... Lock back 
Liner ...... Brass 
Handle .. .Satin·finished bolster with rosewood inlay 
Blade ..... 2·1/4 in. (5.9 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/8 in. (7.9 cm) 
Weight .. .1.9 oz. 

WILD TURKEY Model 4150 
Steel. ..... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Liner ...... Brass 
Handle .. .Satin·finished bolsters with rosewood inlay 
Blade ..... 3·1/8 in. (7.9 cm) 
Closed ... 3·7/8 in. (10.0 cm) 
Weight...2.2 oz. 

DOUBLE DUTY Model 4390 
Steel... ... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 420 stainless-steel 
Handle .. Polished bolsters with stamina wood inlay 
Blade·A ..... 2·3/4 in. (7.1 cm) 
Blade·B ..... 2-5/8 in. (6.7 cm) 
Closed . ..4·1/8 in. (10.5 cm) 
Weight. .. 3.1 oz. 

DOUBLE CROSS Model 4380 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .Locking liner 
Liner ...... 420 stainless-steel 
Handle .. Polished bolsters with stamina wood inlay 
Blade·A ..... 2·3/8 in. (5.9 cm) 
Blade·B ..... 1·7/8 in. (4.7 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/2 in. (8.9 cm) 
Weight...2.2 oz. Page 4 7 



Y,,6,re's a suit-worthy collection of 
stylish pocketknives and tools. 

Kershaw packs a lot of convenient 
function into our Money Clip and Key 
Chain multi-function tools. Both include 
a small knife blade, a nail file, and 
mini-scissors. And both Money Clip 
and Key Chain are built of AUS6A 
stainless steel with genuine rosewood 
inlays. The Money Clip, of course, 
features a secure money clip on the 
back, while the Key Chain offers a 
secure, double key ring. Closed, the 
Money Clip and Key chain are a 
compact 2 inches long and weigh in 
at just over an ounce each. 

KEY CHAIN Model 6500 
Steel ...... AUS6A stai 
Handle ... Satin·finish 

with rosewood inlay 
Blade ..... 1·5/8 in. (4.1 cm) 
Scissors . ..1·5/8 in. (4.1 cm) 

Weight . ..1.2 oz. 

Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel ~• 
Handle ... Satm·finished bolster r 

with rosewood inlay 
Blade ..... 1·5/8 in. (4.1 cm) 
Scissors .. .1·5/8 in. (4.1 cm) 
Nail file .... .1·5/8 in. (4.1 cm) 
Closed ... 2 in. (5.4 cm) 
Weight...1.2 oz. 

SQUAW CREEK Model 2150 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Liner ...... 420 stainless-steel 
Handle .. .Satin·finish 

with rosewood inlay 
Blade ..... 2 in. (5.1 cm) 
Closed ... 2·5/8 in. (6.8 cm) 
Weight...1.4 oz. 

INDIAN FORD Model 2155 
Steel.. .... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .Lock back 
Liner ...... 420 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Satin·finish with 

rosewood inlay 
Blade ..... 2·5/8 in. (6.9 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/2 in. (8.9 cm) 
Weight...2.7 oz. 

LFK Model 1700 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 420 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Anodized aluminum 
Blade ..... 2-1/8 in. (5.4 cm) 
Closed ... 3 in. (7.6 cm) 
Weight...1.1 oz 

For a smaller gentleman's pocketknife, 
Kerhsaw's LFK is an excellent choice. 
It offers anodized 606 l-T6 aircraft
aluminum handles and a compact blade 
of AUS6A high-carbon stainless steel, 
which provides wear resistance as well 
as excellent toughness. 

Steel and rosewood combine again in the 
Squaw Creek and Indian Ford folding 
knives. The Squaw Creek is the more 
compact of the two. Closed, it's just 
2-5/8 inches in length. 

The clip-point blade is made of 
AUS6A high-carbon stainless steel, 
offering excellent toughness and wear 
resistance. The handle is made of the 
same high-quality stainless steel, 
polished to a satin finish and accented 
with genuine rosewood inlays. The Indian 
Ford is the larger version and folds to 
a 3-1 /2 inch, pocket-sized length. Of 
course, it has the same quality 
construction and good looks of 
its smaller cousin. 

U;/IJ 

tfifi 





X. re are some very good reasons 
why Kershaw's Silver Spur and Stainless 
knives are still among our most popular: 
great looks, great performance, and 
great value. 

The Silver Spur comes in two perfect 
carrying sizes. Closed, the smaller Silver 
Spur is just 2-1/2 inches long, while the 
larger one is 3 inches in length. Both 
have blades built of AUS6A high-carbon 
stainless steel for toughness and wear 
resistance. But another feature that 

makes the Silver Spur a good choice for 
pocket carry is the lightweight aluminum 
handle. The handle is embossed with the 
Kershaw logo and ribbed for a secure 
grip. For added convenience, each handle 
is drilled to accept a lanyard or keyring. 

For pocketknives that are just plain 
good-looking, choose the Kershaw 
Stainless models. Like the Silver Spur, 
they come in two sizes ideal for pocket 
carry. They feature 420J2 stainless-steel 
blades for toughness, high stain 
resistance, as well as excellent value. 
The super-slim handle is smooth and 
flat, making it lightweight, easy to 
carry, and providing an ideal surface 
for personalization, if desired. 
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Personalization from 
Kershaw 
Kershaw can etch your name or 
laser-etch your company logo on the 
handles of knives like the Stainless 
Steel or on the blade of any un-coated 
Kershaw knife for a very small fee. Just 
send us the knife and tell us how you'd 
like it personalized. Can't wait? You 
should be able to find local engravers 
who will be happy to personalize 
your Kershaw. 

SILVER SPUR Model 2800 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .Lock back 
Handle .. .Aluminum 
Blade .... .1-7/8 in. (4.7 cm) 
Closed ... 2·1/2 in. (6.4 cm) 
Weight...0.6 oz. 

SILVER SPUR II Model 2825 
Steel. ..... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Handle .. .Aluminum 
Blade ..... 2·1/4 in. (5.7 cm) 
Closed ... 3 in. (7.6 cm) 
Weight...0.9 oz. 

STAINLESS Model 5000 
Steel.. .... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .Lock back 
Liner .... ..420 stainless-steel 
Blade ... ..1-3/4 in. (4.5 cm) 
Closed ... 2-1/4 in. (5.9 cm) 1 

Weight...1.1 oz. 

STAINLESS Model 5200S 
Steel ...... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Liner ..... .420 stainless-steel ' Blade ..... 2-3/8 in. (6.0 cm) 
Closed ... 3 in. (7.6 cm) 
Weight...1.7 oz. 



SILVER SPUR 11 
Model2825 
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STAINLESS 
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TWOCAN Model 1001 
Steel ........ A20J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ..... 303 stainless-steel 
Blade ....... .H/2 in. (35 cm) 
Scissors ... H/8 in. (2.9 cm) 
Closed ..... 2·3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Weight... .. 0.9 oz. 

TWOCAN Model 1001BLK 
Steel. ....... A20J2 st<1inless·sleel 
Handle ..... Anodiied black aluminum 
Blade ........ 1-1/2 in. (3.5 cm) 
Scissors ... H/8 in. (2.9 cm) 
Closed ..... 2-3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Weighl... .. 0.9 OZ, 

IWOCAN Model 1001BL 
Steel. ....... A20J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ..... Anodized blue aluminum 
Blade ........ 1-1/2 in, (35 cm) · 
Scissors ... H/8 in. (2.9 cm) 
Closed ..... 2·3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Weight... .. 0.9 OZ. 

TWOCAN Model 1001RD 
Steel. ....... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ..... Anodiied red aluminum 
Blade ........ 1-1/2 in. (3.5 cm) 
Scissors ... H/8 in. (2.9 cm) 
Closed ..... 2-3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Weight... .. 0.9 oz. 

MINI HINER 
Model 1002 

MINI BINER 
Model 1002Bl 

I _- - : -:___--=------ - -- --

MINI BINER 
Model 1002R0 



Cut open a package. 
Slice through a cord. 
Carve off a slice of 
apple. It's always a guod 
idea to hare a Kershaw 
blade on hand. 

That' s why you ' II like the award

winning Kershaw Carabiner Tool' s 
new little brother - the Mini Biner. 

In addition to its lightweight 
and durable aircraft-aluminum 

con struction, the Mini Biner feature s 
a brilliantly sharp Ker shaw blade 

built right in. This high-carbon 
42012 stainless-steel blade is 

designed to provide extended use 
without re-sharpening. You' ll also 

• like the ergonomic "contoured 

~ .e,~ I ,L',J, ~ carabiner" design that makes 
~r:;:/F ._., this mini tool as comfortable to 

use as it is handy. The spring-loaded 
carabiner closure attaches the tool to 

vest , backpack, hydro-pack , keyring , 
or belt loop with 

ease. Like its big 
brother, the Mini 

Biner is available in scratch-resistant 
black, silver, ruby red, and sapphire 

blue. 

But what about those times when 
you need two blades- when what 
you really need is a pair of scissors? 

Not a problem when what's in your 
pocket is the uniquely versatile 

TwoCan. 

MINI BINER Model 1002 
Steel ........ A20J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ..... Anodized black aluminum 
Blade_-2 in. (5.0 cm) 
Closed ... 2·3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Weighl...0.8 oz. 

MINI BINER Model 1002BL 
Steel... ..... A20J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ..... Anodized blue aluminum 
Blade ...... 2 in. (5.0 cm) 
Closed ... 2·3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Weiqht...0.8 oz. 

Th e TwoCan is two tool s in one. It's 

a combination knife and scissors tool 
featuring a pair of blades that can be 

used separately or together. Open 
one blade and the tool can be used 
as you would any pocketknife. Take 

a slice out of that apple-or open 
that pile of mail. But when you need 

a pair of scissors, open the TwoCan's 
other blade. It's designed so that you 

can easily operate the scissors simply 
by pressing the two blades together 
between thumb and forefinger. The 

TwoCan feature s Kershaw's quality 

construction, too. The blades are 
tough 42012 stainless steel and fold 

into stainless steel or anodized
aluminum handles. 

MINI BINER Model 1002RD 
Steel •....... A20J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ..... Anodized red aluminum 
Blade ...... 2 in. (5.0 cm) 
Closed ... 2-3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Weight...0.8 oz. 

MINI BINER Model 1002SL 
Steel. ....... A20J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ..... Anodized silver aluminum 
Blade ...... 2 in. (5.0 cm) 
Closed ... 2·3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Weight. .• 0.8 oz. 
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you want a tool that's 
ready for adventure 

This handy tool has been to the ends 

of the earth and back in the hands 
of explorers, conservationists , and 

scientists. Kershaw 's award-winning 
Carabiner Tool , designed by Launce 

Barber, is sturdy, versatile , and 
designed to be ready for just about 

any adventure. This patented , five
in-one tool includes a partially 

serrated knife blade, a standard 
screwdriver, a Phillips-head 
screwdriver , a bottle opener , and 

a spring- loaded , locking 
carabiner clip. 

CARABINER TOOL 
Model 1004NB 

Designed to handle a full range of 
cutting tasks, the Carabiner Tool 
features a handy knife blade in 
high-carbon AUS6A stainless steel. 
The premium steel is designed to 
hold the Kershaw "shaving sharp " 
edge longer and provide extended 
use without re-sharpening. The 
blade 's partia l serration provides two 
cutting surfaces: a straight blade for 
general use and a serrated blade for 
tough jobs like cutting through rope 
or small branches. The blade is easy 
to open , even one-handed , using the 
oval opening in the blade. A locking 
liner secures the blade in the open 
position so there 's no danger of 
injury through accidenta l closure. 

Blade Jfua - · 
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The Carabiner Tool features 
lightweight , but durab le aircraft 
a luminum handles making the tool 
convenient to carry. In addition , the 
ergonomic "contoured carabiner" 
design makes the tool extremely 
comfortable to use, too. For scratch 
resistant good looks , the handle is 
coated in Teflon® and offered in 
four handsome color s. Choose 
classic black or silver, or easy-to -see 
ruby red or Sttf)phire blue. 



The carabiner closure attaches 
the too] to a vest. backpack. 
hydropack. or belt loop ,,;

1
h ease_ 

~o ;, ; always handy When You need 1

t. The locking. spring.Joaded gate 
ho/ds the too/ secure/y Closed uo,;i 

CARABINE/I TOOL Mode/ 1004BL 
Sfee1_AUS6A stainless•steeJ 
Lock ....... Locking liner 

You Pul/ back tbe gate. re/eas;ng the 
•at:h. And Whh hs unique carab;ner 
d~s,1/Il. <be Kershaw Carnb;ner Too/ 
is incr~di?

1
Y easy to take With You. 

I f You re Into outdoor activities. 
but W,nt something Other than the 
tradu,ona/ sheathed kn;fe attached 
to You, belt. the Carab;

0
e, TooJ ;s 

the too] for You. 

Liner. ...... 42() stainless•stee/ 

Ha
n
ale ... B/u~ Teflon coatea aluminum 

Blade._.3.l/4 in. (8.1 cm) 
Ctosea ..•. 4·1/8 in. ao.4 cmJ 
Weiqht .... 2.7 oz. 

CARABINE/I TOOL Mode/ 100
4
NB 

Sleet.. •.... ALJS6A stain/ess•steet 
Loc11.._.Loc king liner 
Liner. ..... 420 stainless•stee1 

Hand1e ... Black Teflon coated aluminum 
Blade ..... .J·//4 in. (8.1 cmJ 
Closea_4.l/8 in. ao.4 cmJ 
Weight.-2.7 oz. 

CARABINER TOOL Mode/ 1004RD 
Sfee1.. .. _AUS6A stainless•stee1 
Lock ....... Locking liner 
Liner-•.. 4zo stainfess•stee1 

Hana1e ... Rea Teflon coatea aluminum 
Btaae ..... .J-1/4 in. (8.1 cmJ 
Closea .... 4•1/B in. ao.

4 
cmJ 

Weighf-2.7 oz. 

Carabti,er Toof Wins 2004 Jp 

l,uerna,;ona/ Foru,n Des;gn Aua,,1. 
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I n original matte black o, Ube,·-cool 

urban camo, the E.T. is an impressive 
knife. And no, E.T. does not stand 
for "extrater restrial;" it stands for 
External Toggle-Kershaw's high 
performance technology for securing 
a blade. Thi s unique technology, 
along with the knife's wild styling, 
led Blade Magazin e to select the 
E.T. as the Most Inno vative 

American Made Knife of 2005. 
The External Toggle enables the user 
to open or close the blade with one 
hand, either right or left. With just a 
little practice it is super-fast and 
incredibly easy to use. And for 
extreme blade security, just fold the 
blade in, engage the E.T. safety, and 
the blade is completely secure no 
matter how or where you carry it. To 
take advantage of this fact, the E.T. 
also has a built-in carabiner function 
that enables you to clip it to a belt 
loop or D-ring so the knife is 
always handy, yet always with 
the confidence that the blade can 
never accidentally be deployed. 

The Sandvik I 4C28N stainless-steel 
blade provides durability, corrosion 
resistance, and edge retention. The 
606l-T6 anodized aluminum handle 
makes the knife lightweight and easy 
to carry . And just because you never 
know when you're going to need one, 
the E.T. also includes a convenient 
bottle opener. Choose from two 
dramatic looks to suit your style. 
The classic matte black handle 
is paired with a good-looking 
bead-blasted blade. The Urban 
Camo E.T. features a gray and black 
paint-spatter design on the unique 
E.T. handle. 
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It's paired with a handsome 
Tungsten DLC, matte-black coating 
on the precision blade. 

If you want a standout knife that 
will cause comment every time you 
take it out, don't miss the made 
in-the-USA E.T. 

The External Toggle 
(E.T.) 

Extreme security is the idea behind 
the E.T. This patent-pending design 
enables you to open and close the 
knife one -handed with a simple press 
on the toggle. To deploy the blade, 
hold the knife blade side up with 
your thumb on the toggle. Press the 
toggle down to release the blade and 
release it to let the blade move into 
position and lock. To close the knife, 
hold the knife blade side up, press 
down on the toggle as the blade 
moves into position. To secure the 
blade in the closed position, engage 
the lock and the blade simply cannot 
be accidentally deployed. 

E.T. Model 1900 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

bead·blasted finish 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized black aluminum 
Lock ...... .Toggle lock 
Blade ..... 3·1/4 in. (8.3 cm) 
Closed ... 4·3/4 in. (12.1 cm) 
Weight ... 3.7 oz. 
Includes carabiner clip and bottle opener 

E.T. Model 1900ST 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

bead-blasted finish 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized black aluminum 
Lock ....... Toggle lock 
Blade .... .3-1/4 in. (8.3 cm) partially serrated 
Closed ... 4·3/4 in. (12.1 cm) 
Weight...3.7 oz. 
Includes carabiner clip and bottle opener 

URBAN CAMO E.T. Model 1900UCBLK 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel with 

Tungsten DLC coating 
Handle ... 6061-T6 anodized paint-spatter aluminum 
Lock ...... .Toggle lock 
Blade ..... 3·1/4 in. (8.3 cm) 
Closed ... 4·3/4 in. (12.1 cm) 
Weight...3.7 oz. 
Includes carabiner clip and bottle opener 





lt rshaw offers high-quality knives t for a wide variety of water 
sports - from diving, rafting, and 
kayaking to fishing , boating , and 
more. After all , a knife is more 
than just a handy tool. Sometimes , 
a good knife can literally save your 
life, helping you cut your way out of 
entangled fishing lines, ropes, nets, 
or other obstructions. 

Kershaw 's water sport knives feature 
sturdy stainless-steel construction , 
yet without unnecessary weight. 
Both Sea Hunter models offer 
precision blades of highly corrosion
resistant 42012 stainless steel. Big, 
easy-to-grasp injection-molded 
handles feature a co-polymer overlay 
for a super -secure grip. The handles 

your way out of a situation 
may be necessary. Kershaw Sea 

Hunters a lso include a cord notch 
for fast and powerful cutting through 
a variety of cord materials. The 
1008BL-P Sea Hunter has a blunt 
blade for additiona l safety in close 
quarters. The blunt tip makes a 
handy tool for adjusting your 
gauges, too. 

The Amphibian provides all the 
strength of solid , corrosion -resistant 
42012 stainless steel from tip to 
pommel, but with a skeleton 
handle design to reduce weight. 
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SEA HUNTER Model 1008 

A co-polymer insert in the 
handle assures an excellent grip. 
The Amphibian blade is sharpened 
on both sides- one side offers a 
standard edge, the other a partially 
serrated edge. 

Both Sea Hunters and the 
Amphibian come complete with the 
Kershaw Diver's Sheath. The durable 
Kydex® sheath has a press-n-pull 
mechanism that secures the knife 
regardless of your position in the 
water. Depth-compensating leg 
straps have adjustable quick-release 
buckles. 

With their quality Kershaw 
construction and thoughtful design , 
you can rely on the Sea Hunters 
and the Amphibian for extreme 
performance when it really count s. 

AMPHIBIAN Model 1006K 
Steel ..... .420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle .. .420J2 stainless-steel full-tang skeleton with 

blact co-polymer insert 
Blade ..... 3·3/4 in. (9.5 cm) double-edged and 

partially serrated 
Overall. .. 7·3/4 in. (19.7 cm) 
Weight...3.2 oz. 
Includes Kydex9 multi-function sheath 
with leg straps 

SEA HUNTER Model 1008 
Steel. ..... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle .. .lnjection·molded neon plastic with 

black co-polymer over-mold 
Blade ..... 3· 3/4 in. (9.5 cm) double-edged 

and partially serrated with 
cord cutter 

Overall ... 7·3/4 in. (19.7 cm) 
Weight...3.0 oz. 
Includes Kydex~ multi-function sheath 
with leg straps 

SEA HUNTER Model 1008BL-P 
Steel... ... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle .. .lnjection·molded neon plastic with 

black co-polymer over-mold 
Blade ..... 3·1/2 in. (9.0 cm) blunt-tip double-edged 

and partially serrated with cord cutter 
Overall ... 7·5/B in. (19.5 cm) 
Weighl...3.0 oz. 
Includes Kydex~ multi-function sheath with leg straps 
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F ortunately, Kershaw has exactly 
the right fillet knife to make your 
fish grill-ready. From our compact 
Folding Fillet to our Electric Fillet 
that lets you power through even the 
biggest catch, Kershaw offers a range 
of convenient filleting knives. All 
Kershaw fillet knives feature stain
less-steel blades that provide the 
ideal degree of flex for fast and easy 
filleting. This softer steel enables the 

blade to bend 

without breaking so 
that it moves easi ly throug h the body 
of the fish to give you the ideal fillet. 

The newest membe r of the perfect
fillet family is the 7- 1/2-inch Fillet 
Knife. In addition to its flexible 
fillet blade, it features a secure-gr ip 
contoured hand le and comes with 
it's own ABS sheath for carrying 
and storage-and at a value price. 

Or choose one of our fixed-blade 
fillet knives with sure-grip co
po lymer handles - in 6, 7, or 9-inch 
lengths . For the ultimate in 
versa tility, choose our 7-Step Fillet 
Knife, which adjusts from 5 1/2 to 9 
inches . Its injectio n-molded handle 
is contoured for a secure grip, even 
in slippery cond itions. And for 
compact fillet ing, select the 6-inch 
Folding Fillet Kn ife with its 
folding spoon . 

SKEETER I Model 1210 
0verall...4·1/4 in. (10.7 cm) 
Weight...0.8 oz. 
Includes black soft-grip over-mold finger holes 

SKEETER II Model 1215 
Overall. . .4-1/4 in. (10.7 cm) with serrated blades 
Weigh!...0.8 oz. 
Includes black soft·grip over·mold finger holes 

7-STEP ADJUSTABLE FILLET Model 1240 
Steel. ..... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Non·slip injection-molded 
Blade ..... Adjust from 5·1/2 in. to 9 in. (14.3 cm), (23.0 cm) 
Weight...3.2 oz. 
Includes black ABS sheath 

6" FILLET Model 1250 
Steel ...... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black non·slip injection-molded 
Blade ..... 6 in. (15.3 cm) 
0verall ... 10·7/8 in. (27.6 cm) 
Weight...3.5 oz. 
Includes black ABS sheath 

FOLDING FILLET Model 1256 
Steel ...... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black non·slip injection-molded with spoon 
Blade ..... 6 in. (15.3 cm) 
Overall...13·1/8 in. (33.7 cm) 
Weight .. .5.6 oz. 
Includes lanyard hole 

7" FILLET Model 1257 
Steel. ..... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black co-polymer with neon orange accent 
Blade .... .7 in. (18.0 cm) 
0verall . ..12 in. (30.5 cm) 
Weight...3.5 oz. 
Includes black ABS sheath 

9" FILLET Model 1259 
Steel ...... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black co-polymer with neon green accent 
Blade ..... 9·1/4 in. (23.3 cm) 
0verall ... 14·1/4 in. (36.6 cm) 
Weight...3.8 oz. 
Includes black ABS sheath 

ELECTRIC FILLET Model 1260 
Steel. ... ..420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ... lnjection·molded with black soft-grip over·mold 
Blades A ..... 6 in. (15.3 cm) 
Blades B. .... 8 in. (20.4 cm) 
Handle . ..12 in. (30.5 cm) 
Weight. .. 22.1 oz. 
Includes nylon storage bag 

7·1/2" FILLET Model 1270 
Steel ...... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black non·slip injection-molded 
Blade ...... 7-1/2 in. (19.0 cm) 
Overall. .. 12·1/4 in. (31.1 cm) 
Weight...2.2 oz. 
Includes black ABS sheath Page 61 
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AVALANCHE 
Model 1570 

BLACKOUT Model 155~ ·niess·steel with 
ndvik 14C28N s a1 _ 

Sleel... ... Sa DLC black coating_ . , 
TungSlen · lded Poly1m1de I Black injecllon·mo Hand e.. . 
Locking liner 

Lock...... I 'nless·steel · 410 s a1 
Liner...... . 8 4 cm) 
Blade ..... 3·1/4 1n. ( . 

d 4·1/2 in. (11.3 cm) Close ... 
Weight...3.5 oz. 

BLACKOUT Model2 
1
:~~~ i~less·steel with Sandvik 14C . 

Sleel...... DLC black coating _ . 
TungS

t
en · lded Polyim1de Handle .. Black inject1on·mo 

Locking liner 
L~ck ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Liner...... . 8 4 cm) 

d 3·1/4 in. ( . Bia e..... . (11.3 cm) 
d 4·1/2 1n. Close ... ted 

partially serra 
Weight...3.5 oz. 

AVALANCHE -- "". 
Model1573ST BLACKOUT Model 1550 
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For classi4'f:: rshaw :sty!i11g
ergonpmi ~ dlecsf1apc. multi
runctM~al blade, and of course, 
the patented SpccdSafc '.tt manal
assistcd opening system - don't 

l -
miss this series'of popular 
kni\es. 

These are some of the first of 
Kershaw 's SpeedSafe® knives and 
still among the best. In fact, when it 
first came out , the classic Blackout 
was recognized as a Blade Magazine 
Best Buy. And it still is- along with 
its siblings, the Whirlwind and the 
Avalanche. 

Both Blackout and Whirlwind 
feature 14C28N stain less-steel blades 
for strength and excellent co rrosion 
resistance . The Blackout's blade is 
also coated with scratch-resistant 
Tungsten DLC for a handsome, 
non-reflective surface. Choose the 
standard, smooth blade edge or a 
partially serrated blade for even more 
cutting versati lity. For a comfortable 
and stable grip, both Blackout and 
Whirlwind models have an extremely 
durab le, contou red hand le of 
Polyimide®. Stainless -steel locking 
liners maintain the blade in a safe 
and secure position and enhance 
the overa ll handle strength_ 

The Avalanche features cool function 
and tactical styling. Naturally , it also 
includes patented SpeedSafe® 
manually assisted opening for easy, 
one-handed deployment. The 
Avalanche boasts a premium-quality 

S30V drop-point blade that provides 
cutting power and control. In 
addition , the blades are Tungsten 
DLC coated for increased blade 
durability and corrosion resistance. 
The handsome coating also gives 
the blades an attractive matte-black , 
scratch-resistant finish. 

For a super-secure grip, Kershaw 's 
Avalanche features an aggressively 
textured G-10 handle. The G-IO's 
high tensile strength makes it 
virtually unbreakable. G-10 also 
offers excellent thermal insulating 
qualities and performs well even in 
high humidity. A secure liner lock 
keeps the blade safely in place. For 
easy carrying , both Avalanche 
models include a stainless -steel 
pocket clip that can be adjusted 
for tip up or tip down carry. 

Whether you choose the original 
Whirlwind, the handsome Blackout, 
or the G- IO Avalanche , with one of 
these classic SpeedSafe® knives in 
your collection , you 've a lways got a 
tool that works like a champ. 

WHIRLWIND Model 1560 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. Black injection-molded Polyimide~ 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3·1/4 in. (8.4 cm) 
Closed ... 4·1/2 in. (11.3 cm) 
Weight...3.5 oz. 

WHIRLWIND Model 1560ST 
Steel ...... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. Black injection-molded Polyimidee 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ..... .410 stainless-steel 
Blade .... 3·1/4 in. (8.4 cm) 

partially serrated 
Closed ... 4·1/2 in. (11.3 cm) 
Weight...3.5 oz. 

AVALANCHE Model 1570 
Steel ..... .S30V stainless-steel with Tungsten DLC 

black coating 
Handle .. .Textured black G-10 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade .... .3-1/4 in. (8.4 cm) 
Closed ... 4·1/2 in. (11.3 cm) 
Weight...3.5 oz. 

AVALANCHE Model 1570ST 
Steel ..... .S30V stainless-steel with Tungsten DLC 

black coating 
Handle .. .Textured black G-10 
Lock ...... Locking liner 
Liner ...... 410 stainless-steel 
Blade ..... 3·1/4 in. (8.4 cm) 
Closed .. .4·1/2 in. (11.3 cm) 

partially serrated 
Weight...3.5 oz. 
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ur popular Whirlwind , Black 
Horse II , Scallion , and Echo 
have put on their hunting 

gear. With camouflage handles of 
genuine RealTree® Hardwoods HD 
they're ready to help you have a ' 
wild time. 

For a larger knife that 's fully 
equipped with SpeedSafe®, choose 
the Cam o Whirlwind 

~,, 
with its stro ng, corrosion- resistant 
l 4C28N stain less-steel blade. T 
he contoured and camouflaged 
Polyimide® handle provides an 
extremely secure grip. Sta inless-steel 
locking liners mainta in the blade in 
a safe and secure position as well 
as enhancing the overall handle 
strength. 

The smaller Camo Scallion is 
the ideal knife for general around
the-campsite chores. It offers high
performance styling plus the 
convenience of SpeedSafe®;manual
assist opening. Just pull back on the 
blade protrusion or use the th umb
stud for easy ambidextrous open ing. 
For additiona l safety, the Safety Tip 
Lock keeps the blade secure. The 
blade is made of high-carbon 420HC 
stainless steel for good edge retention 
and excellent corrosion resistance . 
The knife comes complete with a re
movable pocket clip for carrying op
tions. 

The Camo Black Horse II features a 
sturdy, high-carbon, 440A stainless
steel blade- the toug hest of the high 
chromiu m cutlery grades of steel. Its 
clip-point blade configura tion tackles 
a variety of tasks and is ideal for 
cutting in close quarters. 

The durable, co-polymer handle , 
in Rea!Tree® camo, is finger 
contoured for a secure grip no 
matter the environment. The 
ergonomic handle design makes 
repetitive tasks- such as skinning
easier and less fatiguing. 

3-D contoured scales with a 
powerful drop-point 
blade of durable 
AUS8A sta inless steel. 
lhe Echo's handle is all-weather, 
molded Polyimide®, contoured for an 
extremely comfortable, secure grip. 
This unique shape means using the 
knife is less fatiguing- even when in 
use for long periods of time. The 
handle is drilled to accept a lanyard 
and the Echo comes with its own 
camouflaged laminated-leat her 
sheath that secures easily to 
your belt. 

CAMO BLACK HORSE II Model 1060ART 
Steel.. .... 440A stainless-steel 
Handle ... Co·polymer with RealTree® 

Hardwoods HD pattern 
Blade ..... 3·3/4 in. (9.8 cm) 
Closed ... 4·7/8 in. (12.5 cm) 
Weight. .. 4.6 oz. 
Includes nylon sheath with RealTree* 
Hardwoods HD pattern 

CAMO ECHO Model 1070C 
Steel ...... AUS8A stainless-steel with 

full-tang construction 
Handle .. .lnjection·molded Polyimide' with 

RealTree' Hardwoods HD pattern 
Blade ..... 4 in. (10.2 cm) 
0verall ... 8·5/8 in. (22 cm) 
Weight...4.8 oz. 
Includes laminated leather sheath with RealTree• 
Hardwoods HD pattern 

CAMO WHIRLWIND Model 1560RMEF 
Steel.. .... Sandvik 14C28N stainless-steel 
Handle .. .lnjection·molded Polyimide~ 

with RealTree* Hardwoods HD pattern 
Blade ..... 3-1/4 in. (8.4 cm) with RMEF logo 
Closed ... 4·1/2 in. (11.3 cm) 
Weight...3.5 oz. 

CAMO SCALUON Model 1620C 
Steel.. .... 420HC stainless-steel 
Handle .. .6061-T6 anodized aluminum with RealTree' 

Hardwoods HD pattern 
Blade ..... 2-1/4 in. (5.8 cm) 
Closed ... 3·1/2 in. (8.4 cm) 
Weight...2.3 oz. 

Made 
in the USA 

' 
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CAMO SCALLION 
Model 1620C 
Made in the USA 

CAMO WHIRLWIND 
M·odel 1560RMEF 
Made in the USA 
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For a hunting companion you can . 
count on. pack Kershaw·s classic Foldmg 

Field or fixed-blade 
Deer Hunter. Both 
feature splendid 
drop-point blades 
of high-carbon, 
durable AUS8A 
stainless steel honed 

_ Model 1050 
Steel ...... AUSBA stainless-steel 
Handle-Phenolic & brass 
Blade ..... 3· 3/4 in. (9.5 cm) 
Closed ... 4· 3/4 in. (12.0 cm) 
Weight. .. B.6 oz. 
Includes harness-leather sheath 

to a "shaving sharp" 
edge. The design is 
highly controllable and 
enables the hunter to 
accomplish field-dressing 

LA.GSBIP 
tasks without fear of nicking an organ. 
The knife's deep belly offers plenty of 
slicing and skinning power, while the 
strong point retains great strength. 

Both Folding Field and Deer Hunter 
offer gleaming brass bolsters, pomm_el, 
and rivets. And they're completed \\1th 
a hand-contoured Phenolic' handle for 
comfort as well as extreme durability. 
excellent strength, and dimensional 
stability, even in wet, outdoor 
conditions. Both kni\'eS come complete 
with a harness-leather sheath to protect 

your blade-and your gear. 

These are quite simply among the 
finest hunting knives you can own
and some of our most time-consuming 
to manufacture. You will be extremely 
proud to use them on your very next 

hunting expedition. 

DEER Kt UR Model 1030 
steel.. .... AUSBA stainless-steel 
Handle ... Phenolic & brass 
Blade ..... 4 in. (10.3 cm) 
overall...B·l/4 in. (21 cm) 
Weiqht. .. B.2 oz. 
Includes harness-leather sheath 
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W hatever your hunting style or taste, 
Kershaw has a blade that'll meet your 
needs. 

For hunters with a taste for what's 
new, there's our Zipit gut hook. Super 
compact and easy-to-use, the Zipit will 
help you zip through your field dressing 
chores. With no exposed sharp edges and 
a ridged finger hole for a good grip, it's 
super secure, too. 

For simple, yet durable hunting knives, 
many hunters choose the Antelope 
Hunter 11 and the Bear Hunter II. Both 
fixed-blade knives feature blades of 
tough AUS8A stainless steel that's been 
rated 56-58 on the Rockwell scale. This 
premium steel is designed to hold an 
edge longer, providing extended use 
without re-sharpening-

even under heavy field use. The 
co-polymer handles provide a sure grip
even in wet, outdoor conditions. Both the 
Antelope Hunter II and Bear Hunter II 
fit nicely into their own belt sheaths to 
protect both blade and gear. 

For a sturdy hunting knife that offers 
great performance at a value price, check 
out the Roughneck. The Roughneck's 
full-tang blade is made of durable, high
carbon AUS6A stainless steel. The 
full-tang construction and double
injection-molded handle offers extra 
strength and superior grip in wet 
conditions so it's the ideal tool for field 
dressing. 

All Kershaw hunting knives and tools are 
designed for field-tough performance and 
value. 

ROUGH EC Model 1010 
Steel.. .... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black injection-molded co-polymer 

with red accent 
Blade ..... 6·1/4 in. (15.8 cm) partially serrated spine 
Overall ... 11-1/8 in. (28.3 cm) 
Weight...6.3 oz. 
Includes harness-leather sheath 

ANTELOPE HUNTER II Model 1028 
Steel.. .... AUSSA stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade ..... 3-5/8 in. (9.2 cm) 
Overall...8 in. (20.3 cm) 
Weight...3.6 oz. 
Includes sheath 

BEAR HUNTER II Model 1029 
Steel ...... AUSSA stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade .... .4·1/2 in. (11.4 cm) 
Overall ... 9·1/2 in. (24.4 cm) 
Weight...5.3 oz. 
Includes sheath 

ZIPIT Model 2520 
Steel. ..... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Finger Hole ....... 81ack rubber insert 
Blade ..... 1/2 in. (1.3 cm) 
Overall ... 3-3/4 in. (9.5 cm) 
Weight...1.6 oz. 
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E very hunter has to be able to count 
on his hunting companions. And the 
Antelope Hunter II- now in brilliant 
safety orange- is the newest in a long 

The injection-molded handles have an 
ergonomic design that provides a 
superior grip in most any conditions. 
No matter the task, they won't let 
you down. A sturdy nylon belt 
sheath is included. liOiabDf7i 

a,ailable from Ke,shaw. The omnge.u r 
handled Antelope Hunter II features a lop Hun 
broad hunting blade of tough AUS8A 
stainless steel. Its co-polymer handle is 
designed for a sure grip, and the new 
hunting-orange color makes it easy to 
keep track of the knife in the field. It 
comes with its own belt sheath to 
protect the blade-a nd your gear. 

If your favorite hunting knife isn't 
equipped with a gut hook, we've got the 
answer. It's the Zipit Gut Hook- also in 
safety orange. This is a razor-sharp, 
high-performance gut hook, yet it 
measures only a few inches in length 
and weighs just 2 ounces. The trick is 
that the Zipit is just the gut hook- with 
a built-in finger hole instead of a knife
style handle. Just hook your index finger 
through the Zipit's safety-orange 
rubberized finger ring and zip through 
field-dressing chores. 

The Elk Skinner II offers a full-tang 
blade of high-carbon AUS6A stainless 
steel and an angled gut-hook design. The 
double-injection-molded handle offers 
extra strength and superior grip and the 
hook's angled construction provides 
extra room for your hand. 

Hunters who prefer folding hunting 
knives can rely on our rugged and 
lightweight Northside Hunters. Both the 
hunting folder and hunting folder with 
gut hook feature AUS8A stainless-steel 
blades for toughness and corrosion 
resistance. The blade design ensures that 
field dressing is a faster and easier task. 

ANTELOPE HUNTER II Model 10280R 
Steel ...... AUSSA stainless-steel 
Handle ... Orange injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade ..... 3-5/8 in. (9.2 cm) 
Overall ... 8 in. (20.3 cm) 
Weight...3.6 oz. 
Includes harness-leather sheath 

ELK SKINNER II Model 1078GH 
Steel.. .... AUSSA stainless-steel 
Handle ... Hunter·green double·injection·molded 

Santoprene® 
Blade .... .3·3/4 in. (9.5 cm) with gut·hook 
Overall...8·3/4 in. (22.3 cm) 
Weight...4.7 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

NORTHSIDE HUNTER Model 1090 
Steel ...... AUSSA stainless-steel 
Handle ... Hunter·green double·injection·molded 

Santoprene~ 
Lock ....... Mid lock 
Blade .... .4-1/2 in. (11.4 cm) 
Closed ... 4·7/8 in. (12.3 cm) 
Weight...4.7 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

NORTHSIDE HUNTER Model 1090GH 
Steel ...... AUS8A stainless-steel 
Handle ... Hunter·green double·injection·molded 

Santoprene~ 
Lock ....... Mid lock 
Blade .... .4·1/2 in. (11.4 cm) with gut-hook 
Closed .. .4·7/8 in. (12.3 cm) 
Weight...4.7 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

ORANGE ZIPIT Model 25200R 
Steel.. .... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Finger Hole ... Orange rubber insert 
Blade ..... 1/2 in. (1.3 cm) 
Overall ... 3·3/4 in. (9.5 cm) 
Weight...1.6 oz. 
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Model 3115 , 
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GRANT COUNTY • ./' 
Model 3100 r 
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BLACK COLT II 
Model 1045A 



Kershaw's Officer Ranch knives 

were designed to be just such a 
dependable too l, everyday and unde r 

any conditions. 

Officer Ranch knives are sturdy work 

knives, pure and simple. The handle 
is stainless steel for strength. In 
addition, the handles are inlaid with 

cross -grooved ABS polymer for a 
secure grip under a wide variety of 

environmental conditions. The 
8CR l 3MOV stainless-steel blades 

offer a good balance of toughness, 
edge sharpness, and corrosion 
resistance. The lock back design 

keeps the blade securely in place 
when deployed. The knives are 

drilled to accept a lanyard so your 
blade is always close at hand when 
you need it. 

Kershaw also offers the Black Horse 
II and the Black Colt II work knives. 

toughest of the high chromium 
cutlery grades of steel. 

unnecessary additional weight, while 

the smaller Black Colt II offers the 
same power in a compact package. 

The lock back design of both knives 
provides safety, but releases easily 
for secure storage. 

Whichever style you choose, when 
you want a knife that's ranch-tough 
and ranch-dependable, the right 

choice is always Kershaw. 

Model 1045A 
Steel .... ..440A stainless·steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Liner ...... 420 stainless·steel 
Handle ... Black sure·grip injection·molded co-polymer 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.6 cm) 
Closed ... 4·1/8 in. (10.5 cm) 
Weight...3.5 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

Made in the USA 

Model 1060A 
Steel. ..... 440A stainless-steel 
Lock ...... .lock back 
Liner ..... .420 stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black sure-grip injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade ..... 3·3/4 in. (9.8 cm) 
Closed .. .4·7/8 in. (12.5 cm) 
Weight ... 4.6 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

Made in the USA 

Model 3100 
Steel. ..... 8CR13MOV stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Handle ... Stainless·steel with cross-grooved 

ABS black inlay 
Blade .... H/8 in. (4.9 cm) 
Closed ... 2·5/8 in. (6.8 cm) 
Weight...1.2 oz. 

Model 31158T 
Steel. ..... 8CR13MOV stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Handle ... Stainless·steel with cross-grooved 

ABS black inlay 
Blade ..... 2·1/2 in. (6.2 cm) sheepsfoot 
Closed ... 3·3/8 in. (8.6 cm) 
Weight...2.2 oz. 

Model 3115 
Steel. ..... 8CR13MOV stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Handle ... Stainless·steel with cross-grooved 

ABS black inlay 
Blade ..... 2·1/2 in. (6.2 cm) 
Closed ... 3· 3/8 in. (8.6 cm) 
Weight...2.2 oz. 

Model 3120 
Steel. ..... 8CR13MOV stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Handle ... Stainless·steel with cross-grooved 

ABS black inlay 
Blade ..... 3 in. (7.6 cm) 
Closed ... 4·1/8 in. (10.5 cm) 
Weight...4.3 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

Model 3140 
Steel. ..... 8CR13MOV stainless-steel 
Lock ....... Lock back 
Handle ... Stainless·steel with cross-grooved 

ABS black inlay 
Blade ..... 3·1/2 in. (9.0 cm) 
Closed ... 4·7/8 in. (12.5 cm) 
Weight...4.3 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 
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With it's higher chrome content, multi-purpose Sportsman's Shears 

this stee l is sometimes known as include a nutcracker, a jar opener, 
"semi-stainless. " It offers excellent bone notch . lid lifter, and screwdriver 
wear resistance as well as the tips. For easy cleaning, the toughnjr£j,?.l511 bladeijj,$ 
D in~ol:gnedforCA:- ,~ 
repetitiv e chopping and slashing Choose them with or without 

chores. Black Teflon• blade coating harness-leather sheath . 
offers protection and boo sts the 

blade 's sta in resistance. A textured 
Santoprene & handle ensures a 

comfortable and secure grip , while 
a Kydex~ sheath protects the blade 

during storage. 

Ker shaw 's Fire Starter always str ikes 
a spark-even in damp conditions. 

A molded plastic hand le makes it 
easy to use and a nylon cord keeps 

it handy when you need it. 

Our Trout & Bird Set include s a 

multi-purpose knife with premium-
.. quality AUS6A stainless-steel blade. 

The fixed-blade knife offers partial 
serration to enable easy dressing of 

fish and game. The co-polymer 
handle provides a secure grip, even in 

wet or other extreme environmental 
cond itions. The set also includes a 

pair of Sportsman 's Shears and a 
harness-leather sheath to contain 
them both. 

Use the Kershaw Fold ing Saw to cut 

through bone and wood with th is 
compact tool. The blade releases 

quickly and locks securely with the 
press of a button. The Swedish 

saw-steel blade is coated for stain 
resistance and desig ned to function 

on both the push and the pull stroke. 
When the task is do ne, the blade 

folds compact ly into a secure-g rip 
Santoprene 'li' handle. 

In addition to handling a wide 
variety of cutting tasks, Kershaw 's 

CAMP AX Model 1018 
Steel ...... One·piece, drop forged high-carbon steel 
Handle ... Black Krayton® over-mold 
Blade ..... 3-1/2 in. (9.0 cm) 
Overall . ..11 in. (27.8 cm) 
Weight...14.5 oz. 

FIRE-STARTER Model 1019 
Steel ...... Shaft... ... liresteel 

Striker .... chrome-plated steel 
Handle ... Red molded plastic 
Shaft.. ... 1-3/4 in. (4.6 cm) 
Striker .... 2-3/4 in. (7.0 cm) 
Overall ... 3-1/8 in. (8.0 cm) 
Weight...1.1 oz. 

OUTCAST Model 1079 
Steel ...... D2 tool steel with black Teflon® coating 
Handle ... Black double-injection-molded Santoprene® 
Blade .... .10 in. (25.4 cm) 
Overall ... 16 in. (40.6 cm) 
Weight...22.0 oz. 
Includes Kydex® sheath 

TROUT/BIRD COMBO Model 1120CB 
Knife 
Steel... ... AUS6A stainless-steel 
Handle ... Black injection-molded co-polymer 
Blade ..... 3-1/2 in. (9 cm) 
Overall ... 7-1/2 in. (19.3 cm) 

Shears 
Blades ... 3-1/2 in. (8.9 cm) with one edge serrated 
Overall ... 8-7/8 in. (22.5 cm) 
Includes black soft-grip over-mold finger holes, 
bone notch, blade quick-disconnect, bottle opener, 
nutcracker, jar opener and lid lifter/slot screwdriver 
Weight...9.1 oz. 
Includes harness-leather sheath 

TASKMASTER SHEARS Model 1120/1120S 
Blades ... 3-1/2 in. (8.9 cm) with one edge serrated 
Overall ... 8-7/8 in. (22.5 cm) 
Weight...5.1 oz. 
Includes black soft-grip over-mold f inger holes, 
bone notch, blade quick-disconnect, bottle opener, 
nutcracker, jar opener, lid lifter/slot screwdriver 
Model 11205 includes harness-leather sheath 

FOLDING SAW Model 2550 
Steel.. .... Swedish saw-steel 
Handle ... 81ack injection-molded Santoprene® 
Blade .... .7 in. (17.6 cm) 
Overall . ..16 in. (40.6 cm) 
Weight...6.4 oz. Page 75 



How can you take more tools with 
you, but have them take up less space 
in your tent or rig? That 's the beauty 
of the Blade Trader concept. You 
see, Kershaw 's Blade Trader 
technology provides the convenience 
of multiple, interchangeable blades 
and tools, but with a single handle. 
There's no need to carry the whole 
tool, when it's just the business 
end you want. 

With the Blade Trader's 

matched to its specific application. 
And like the premium-quality blades 
themselves, each Blade Trader 
handle is engineered with attention 
to function and form. Even after 
years of constant use, the patented 
Quik-Lock mechanism will securely 
hold each blade or tool in place. To 
make the job more comfortable, the 
non-slip Blade Trader handle is 
ergonomically designed to reduce 
hand fatigue. And all Blade Traders 
also include a handy storage system. 

There are six different Blade Trader 
sets in all. Hunters will apprecia te 
the both the Alaskan Blade Trader
with skinning blade and gut hook, 
saw blade, and clip-point utility 
blade- and the Hunter 's Blade 
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Trader with clip-point blade and 
saw blade. For multi -purpose sport 
use, choose the Sportsman's Blade 
Trader with clip-point, saw, and fillet 
blades. The Fisherman's Blade Trader 
includes two different lengths of fillet 
blades-one that's perfect for your 
catch. The Deluxe Blade Trad er has 
six different cooking and all purpose 

blades plus two 

kitchen 's worth of 

handles, while 
the Camp-Tool 

Trader offers 

quality blades and cooking 
tools, including spatula and stirring 
spoon, plus two handles for extra 
convenience around the camp stove. 
There 's even a convenient cutting 
board included. 

Whatever your favorite outdoor 
adventure, Kershaw's compact Blade 
Traders can provide the tools you 
need in much less precious space. 

CAMP-TOOL TRADER Model 1091CT 
Steel... .................... 420J2 stainless-steel and saw-steel 
Two Handles ......... Black co-polymer with red accent 
Cook's blade .......... 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Fillet blade ............ 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Saw blade ............... 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Spatula ................... 3-5/8 in. (9.2 cm) 
Spoon ..................... 3-5/8 in. (9.2 cm) 
Fork ......................... 3 in. (7.5 cm) 
Cutting board ....... 10-3/4 in. x 8 in. (27.3 cm x 20.3 cm) 
Weight .................. ..48.9 oz. 
Includes hunter-green hinged case with handle 

HUNTER'S BLADE TRADER Model 1094HBT 
Steel. ..................... .420J2 stainless-steel and saw-steel 
Handle .................... Black co-polymer with red accent 
Hunting blade ....... 3·1/2 in. (9.0 cm) 
Saw blade .............. 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Weight... ................. 9.2 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

SPORTSMAN'S BLADE TRADER Model 1095SBT 
Steel ....................... 420J2 stainless-steel and saw-steel 
Handle .................... Black co-polymer with red accent 
Hunting blade ....... 3·1/2 in. (9.0 cm) 
Saw blade .............. 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Fillet blade .... 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Weight ........... 13.1 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

FISHERMAN'S BLADE TRADER Model 1096FBT 
Steel ....................... 420J2 stainless-steel 
Handle .................... Black co;polymer with red accent 
Fillet blades .......... .7 in. (18.0 cm) 

9 in. (22.9 cm) partially serrated 
Weighl.. .................. 8.9 oz. 
Includes black nylon sheath 

I" 
ALASKAN BLADE TRADER Model 1098AK 
Steel ....................... AUS6A stainless-steel gut-hook 

420J2 stainless-steel hunting blade 
and saw-steel saw blade 

Handle .................... Black co-polymer with red accent 
Gut·hook blade ..... 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Hunting blade ....... 3-1/2 in. (9.0 cm) 
Saw blade ............... 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Weight... ............... ..11.6 oz. 
Includes harness-leather sheath 

DELUXE BLADE TRADER Model 1099DBT 
Steel... .................. ..420J2 stainless-steel and saw-steel 
Two Handles ......... Black co-polymer with red accent 
Cook's blade .......... 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Fillet blade ............ 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Saw blade ............... 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Carving blade ........ 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Bread blade ........... 6 in. (15.2 cm) 
Utility blade ........... 4 in. (10.2 cm) 
Weight... ................. 29.3 oz. 
Includes black nylon storage case 
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~ otect your investment in quality 
Kershaw folding knives and tools by 

keeping them sharp with any of our 
compact knife sharpeners. 

If you have a larger knife collection, 

choose our zippered case for folding 
pocketknives or our double-zippered 
case with 18 padded pockets. The 

nylon bag is sturdy and easy to carry. 

Our newest sharpener is the Auto- Also easy to carry is our Key Chain 

Tek. Take hold of the Auto-Tek T-Tool. The T-Tool is great for 
handle, push the button, and - changing the position of your pocket 

instantly-your sharpening steel clip or occasionally tightening up 
deploys a nd is ready to put a perfect your knife. It includes a section of 

edge on any knife . The fine, 600-grit Torx bits, T6 and T8, plus a Philips -
diamond surface on the steel is ideal head driver. Conveniently, they all 

for sharpeni ng and honing almost store in the handle. The tip is 
any knife. But it's the opening magnetized, which makes it easier 

mechanism that will really give you a to bold onto those sma ll parts. The 
kick. Inspired by the quick action of T-Tool also includes a removable 
a switchblade, a simple push up on key chain ring. 

the button automatically ,eleases the s 
retracts it. 

The glass -filled nylon handle has 
soft-touch over-molding for a secure 
grip. Toss the compact Auto-Tek 
into your pack or gear bag and 

you'll always have the tool you need 
to keep your knives sharp and on 
the job. 

Another option for keeping your 
Kershaw knives sharp is the Ultra

Tek Sharpener. The Ultra-Tek is 
crafted of lightweight aluminum and 

coated with fine, 600-grit diamond 
chips. Just a few swipes across the 

knife blade and your blade can be 
quickly and easily re-sharpened . 

Further protect your investment with 

one of our heavy-duty nylon or 
harness leather sheaths. All feature 
heavy-duty stitching and quality 

materials. Sheaths fit any of the 
Kershaw knives listed with each 
model. 
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And you '11 look sharp in this 
selection of top -quality Kershaw 

logo apparel. Choose from baseball 
caps in four styles and colors 
including our new camo and 

safety-orange versions. You'll love 
our heavy-duty, logo-embroidered 

polo shirt in classic, looks-good
on-everybody black. Or check out 

the new 100% cotton t-shirt in gray, 
screen-printed with the Kershaw 
logo in brilliant red. 

BASEBALL HAT Model HAT2 
Heavy-duty tan wit h leather patch 
Kershaw logo 

BASEBALL HAT Model HAT3 
Heavy -duty camo with Kershaw logo 

BASEBALL HAT Model HAT4 
Heavy-duty hunter orange 
wit h Kershaw logo 

BASEBALL HAT Model HAT1 
Heavy-duty black wit h Kershaw logo 

T-SHIRT Model SHIRTT 
100% cotton, machine washable gray 
shirt w ith Kershaw logo 
Avai lable in M, L, XL & XXL 

POLO SHIRT Model SHIRTPOLO 
100% cotton, machine washable black 
sport shirt with Kershaw logo embroidery 
Available in M, L, XL & XXL 

KEY CHAIN HOOL Model HOOL 
Handle ... Black Teflon ® coated aluminum 
Overall.A in. (10.3 cm) 
Weight...0.7 oz. 
Includes: #1 phillips, T-6 & T-8 

ZIPPER CASE Model 1625E 
Fits folding models: 4 in. or less handles 
Includes full zipper and sheep skin liner 

ZIPPER CASE Model 1596E 
Fits folding models: 5-1/4 in. or less handles 
Includes full zipper and sheep skin liner 

KNIFE STORAGE BAG Model Z997 
Double zipper case comes with 18 padded 
knife pockets and ;:arry straps. Includes an 
8 pocket removable center section. 
Idea l for car rying multiple knives 

AUTO·TEK Model 2530 
Steel... ... 600-grit diamond impregnated steel 
Handle ... Black and gray double-injection-molded 

Santoprene~ 
BladL .. 3·1/B in. (7.9 cm) 
0verall. .. 8 in. (20.3 cm) 
Weight...3.4 oz. 

ULTRA·TEK SHARPENER Model 2535 
Steel.. ..... 600-grit diamond coated oval shaft 
Handle ... 6061-T6 aircraft aluminum 
Shaft.. .... 3-3/4 in. (9.6 cm) 
Overall. .. 9-1/2 in. (24.5 cm) 
Weight ... 2.0l>z. 

NYLON Model 3120E Fits models: 
1045A, 1570, 15705T, All 1620's, 1640, 
16405T, 2420, 24205T & 3120 
Mounts vertically or horizontally on 
your belt 

NYLON Model 1060E Fits models: 
1060A, 1550, 15505T, 1560, 15605 T 1580, 
15805T, 1650, 16505T & 3140 
Mounts vertically or horizontally on 
your belt 

NYLON Model 1060CE Fits models: 
1060A, 1550, 15505T, 1560, 15605T 1580, 
15805T, 1650, 16505T & 3140 
Mounts vertically or horizontally on 
your belt 

LEATHER Model 1050L Fits models: 
1060, 1050, 1550, 15505T, 1560, 15605T, 
1580, 15805T, 1650, 16505T & 3140 

NYLON Model 1060EGH Fits models: 
1550, 15505T, 1560, 15605T, 1580, 15805T, 
1650 & 16505T 
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Generate Sales 
with Kershaw Support Materials 
Sell more quality Kershaw products 

when you use these eye-catching 

displays. Each Kershaw display is 
built of high-quality, durable 
materials and enables you to display 

a variety of Kershaw products to 

your customers. From our large 
pop-up banners or t1oor model 
d isplay stand to our smalle r counter

top displays that hold a single knife. 
we have the perfect display to suit 

your needs. Whichever one you 

choose. you'll appreciate the 
convenience and sales-generating 
power of these handsome displays. 

POP·UP DISPLAY Model BANNER1660VIB 
• Displays model 1600vib Chive and 

model 1660vib Leek 
Overall.. ........ 23-1/2 in. x 82 in. 

(59.7 cm x 208.3 cm) 

POP·UP DISPLAY Model BANNER1O98AK 
• Displays model 1098ak Alaskan 

Blade Trader 
Overall •......... 23-1/2 in. x 82 in. 

(59.7 cm x 208.3 cm) 

POP·UP DISPUY Model BANNER1257 
• Displays model 1257 Fish Fillet 
Overall. ......... 23-1/2 In. x 82 in. 

(59.7 cm x 208.3 cm) 

P.O.P. DISPLAY Model M3 TOP (3-sides) 
• Three sided display case mounts on top of 

sto rage unit or store counter 
• Magnetic and plastic clip systems to 

securely display knives 
• Dimensions: 

Top ............. 23-1/4 in. W x 25 in. D x 
21-1/2 in. H 
(59 cm x 63.5 cm x 54.6 cm) 

• Weight ....... Top 49 lbs. 

P.O.P. DISPUY Model M3 BOTTOM 
• Both units lock to secure inventory 
• Dimensions: 

Bottom ..... 20-1/2 in. W x 20-1/2 in. D x 
39in.H 
(52 cm x 52 cm x 99 cm) 

• Weight.. ..... Bottom 79 lbs. 

P.O.P. DISPLAY Model DISPLAYK2 (2-sides) 
• Two sided display case mounts on top of 

storage unit (Model M3 BOTTOM) or 
store counter 

• Magnetic and plastic clip systems to 
securely display knives 

Overall: 
Side 1... ..... 18 in. W X 20 in. D x 6 in. H 

(45.7 cm x 50.8 cm x 15.2 cm) 
Side 2 .....•. 18 in. W x 20 in. D x 6 in. H 

(45.7 cm x 50.8 cm x 15.2 cm) 
Weight. ..... 31 lbs. 

P.O.P. DISPLAY Model DISPLAYKl (1-side) 
• Locking case rests on counter top, 

mounts on pegboard, or slat wall 
• Magnetic and plastic clip systems to 

securely display knives 
Overall: 

Case .......... 18 in. W x 20 in. D x 6 in. H 
(45.7 cm x 50.B cm x 15.2 cm) 

Weight. ..... 15.5 lbs. 

DISPUY BANMER Model SMBANNER 
Overall .......... 24 in. x 48 in. 

(60.9 cm x 121.9 cm) 

DISPLAY SHELF Model D·SHELF 
• Using the suction cups, the shelf 

mounts on the under side of the glass top 
of a store display counter 

The Kershaw Removable Display Case Shelf is comed b1 
issued and pending patenls, including lhe following patent D392.131. 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYPOPSS16OO 
• Displays a non-sharpened model 1600 

Chive with blinking red LED light and 
secure tether 

• Includes double-stick tape bottom 
Overall.. ........ 6 in. W x 4-1/4 in. D x 2·1/2 in. H 

(15.2 cm x 10.8 cm x 6.4 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYPOPSS162O 
• Displays a non-sharpened model 1620 

Scallion with blinking red LED light 
and tether 

• Includes double-stick tape bottom 
Overall .......... 6 in. W x 4·1/4 in. D x 2·1/2 in. H 

(15.2 cm x 10.8 cm x 6.4 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYPOPSS166O 
• Displays a non-sharpened model 1660 

Leek with blinking red LED light and tether 
• Includes double-stick tape bottom 
Overall .......... 6 in. W x 4·1/4 in. D x 2-1/2 in. H 

(15.2 cm x 10.8 cm x 6.4 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYPOPSS 
• Displays a non-sharpened model 1550 

Blackout with blinking red LED light 
and tether 

• Includes double-stick tape bottom 
Overall .......... 6 in. W x 4-1/4 in. D x 2·1/2 in. H 

(15.2 cm x 10.8 cm x 6.4 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYPOPSS2 
• Displays a non-sharpened model 1560 

Whirlwind with blinking red LED light 
and tether 

• Includes double-stick tape bottom 
overall. ......... 6 in. W x 4-1/4 in. D x 2-1/2 In. H 

(15.2 cm x 10.8 cm x 6.4 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYPOPET 
• Displays a non-sharpened model 1900 E.T. 

with hand crank for knife operation 
and tether 

• Includes double-stick tape bottom 
overa ll .......... 9-1/2 in. W x 3 in. D x 9-1/2 in. H 

(24.l cm x 7.6 cm x 24.1 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYPOPSS1OO4 
• Displays a non-sharpened model 1004 

Carabiner with tet her and mountain scene 
• Includes double-stick tape bottom 
Overall .......... 6 in. W x 4-1/4 in. D x 2·1/2 in. H 

(15.2 cm x 10.8 cm x 6.4 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYSK1 
• Displays a single knife 
overall .......... 4·3/8 in. W x 3-1/4 in. D x 

2-1/2 in. H 
(11.1 cm x 8.3 cm x 6.4 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYSE3 
• Displays three small to medium knives 
Overall .......... 5-3/4 in. W x 4-3/4 In. D x 

2-1/2 in. H 
(14.6 cm x 12.1 cm x 6.4 cm) 

COUNTER DISPLAY Model DISPLAYSWK3 
• Displays three medium to large knives 
Overall. ......... 6-3/4 in. W x 6-1/4 in. D x 

2-3/4 in. H 
(17.1 cm x 15.9 cm x 7.0 cm) 
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STEEL CHART 
-- --- ------- -0·2 IAO·l.60 11.00·13.DO 0.60 0.70·1.10 

410 0.15 12.00·14.00 1.00 
420 MODlflED 0.40--0.50 12.00·14.00 0.80 0.60 

440A 0.65·0.75 16.00·18.00 I.OD 0.75 
4408 0.75·0.95 16.00·18.00 1.00 0.75 
440C 0.9H10 16.00·18.00 1.00 0.75 
IUS6A 0.55·0.65 13.00-14.50 1.00 
AUS8A D.70·0.75 13.00·14.50 0.50 0.10-0.30 

BCR13MOY 0.80 13.00 D.40 0.15 
AUS-10 0.9H10 13.00·14.50 0.50 0.10·0.31 
115·34 1.05 14.00 0.40 4.00 
154CM 1.05 14.00 0.50 4.00 
YG·IO 0.95-1.05 14 50·15.50 l.3o-t.50 0.50 0.90·1.10 
ZDP189 3.00 20.00 1.00 0.75 

CPM S30V 1.45 14.00 1.00 
CPN S60V 1.10 17.00 0.40 0.40 
CPN S90V 2.30 14.00 1.00 
CPN Sl!OV' 1.80 14.00 1.00 3.50 
CPM !DY 1.45 5.15 0.50 1.30 
CPN 3V 0.80 7.50 1.30 

SINDVll 13C16 0.68 13.00 0.70 
SANDill14C18N 0.61 14.00 0.55 

~~ _.-c 
-

::....- -· - -

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER 
Kershaw Knives are intended and sold for legitimate sporting 
purposes only. The purchase, use, and ownership of knives are 
subject to a wide variety of local laws and regulations. Certain 
knife styles, blade designs, and blade lengths are not allowed 
in specific areas. In light of recent events involving national 
security, knives may not be permitted in government buildings 
or on government property (such as court houses, federal 
offices, national monuments, and airports), and government 
officials may take the position that knives are"weapons" 
under applicable laws. Due to the complexity and constantly 
changing nature of these laws and regulations, it is impossible 
for Kershaw Knives, to be aware of every restriction in every 
location in which our knives may be sold or carried. ft is the 
responsibility of the buyer to investigate and comply with the 
laws and regulations that apply in his or her specific area. You, 
and not Kershaw Knives, are solely responsible for any claims 
resulting from violation of these laws and/or regulations. 

Kershaw products are made in the USA, Japan, Taiwan, 
Mexico, Sweden and China as indicated on the product. 

We reserve the right to change specifications, materials, 
or discontinue products at any time without notice. 
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0.30 

0.49 
0.49 
0.10 
0.49 

0.60 1.10 57-61 
0.04 1.00 0.03 51·56 
0.05 1.00 0.01 0.18 54·56 
0.04 1.00 0.03 55-57 
0.04 1.00 0.03 57·59 
0.04 1.00 0.03 58·60 
0.04 I.DO 0.03 D.10·0.15 57·58 
0.04 I.DO 0.03 1.10·0.16 5rn 
0.01 0.50 0.01 0.10 58·60 
0.02 1.00 0.03 0.10·0.17 59·60 

0.35 0.01 59·61 
0.30 59·61 
0.60 0.10·0.30 60·61 

0.04 1.00 0.03 64-67 
0.10 4.00 57·59 

0.40 5.50 55-57 
9.00 56·58 
9.00 58·60 

0.90 0.07 9.75 56·58 
2.75 58·60 

0.015 0.40 O.OI 58·60 
0.08 0.030 015 0.015 58·60 

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY 
Kershaw products are guaranteed for the lifetime of the 
original owner to be free of defects when received from the 
factory. Any product we find to be defective in its original 
material, construction, or workmanship will be repaired 
or replaced with the same item <tr one of equal value at no 
charge. (Of course, normal wear, abuse such as prying with 
the knife, or neglect are excluded from this non-transferable 
warranty.) For warranty service, please return product via 
UPS or insured mail. Include your name, address, telephone 
number, proof of purchase (sales slip), and a short 
explanation of the warranty service requested to the 
address below. 

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

Kai USA ltd., Kershaw Knives 
Attn: Warranty Department 
18600 SW Teton Avenue 
Tualatin, OR 97062 
503-682-1966 X 115 J 
800-325-2891 

Kershaw Products arc covered by one or more pending and issued U.S. patents: 
4.715.121: 4.741.106; 5,802,722: 5,8 I 5.927: 6.006,385: 6.397,476: 6.388.431: 6.412.130: 
6,145.202: 6,223.372: 6.338.431: 6,378.214: 6.397.476; 6,427.334: 6,591.504: 7,086,158: 
7.370,421: 7.395.599: 0303.748; 0316,802: 0317.390: 0321,818; 0329.185; 0348.818: 
D351.328: 0365,725: 0366.605: 0375.243: D392.131: 0410.833; D437.197: D438,085: 
D450.228; 0454.043: 0454, 768; 0455.062: 0467.783: 0474.669: D479,!04; D4 79.114; 
D484, 770: 0488,045: 0565.918: 0566.122: 0569.212: 0570.180: 0572.542: D572.562: 
0575.614: and 0576.466. 



Kai USA Ltd. is located south 
of Portland. Oregon. in the city of 
Tualatin. Our C,impus overlooks 

· the tallest mountain in Oregon. 
"l\lt. Hood. Called Wy"east by the 
Multnomah tribe. the snow-covered 
mountain rises to 11.249 fcct
(3.429 meters) and has 12 glaciers 
and six ski areas on its slopes. Mt. 
Hootiis also part of the Mt. Hood 
National Forest, which includes four 
designated wilderness areas within its 
more than one million acres. We arc 
inspired every day b)' having this . 
beautiful and historic natural 
wonder within view of our facilities. 

A Stee l UpK1wle to Samfrik J4C28N 

Kershaw Knives is pleased to 
announce that we arc changing our 
steel formula in all products that 
previously contained Sandvik I 3C26. 

Kershaw worked with Sandvik 
Steel, one of the world"s leading 
manufacturers of stainless steel, 
special alloys. and metallic and 
ceramic resistance materials to 
produce a new steel that offers key 
advantages over 13C26- while 
still providing the excellent harden
ability of the J 3C26 grade. 

The new steel is called Sandvik 
I 4C28N. Increased nitrogen in 
the formula enables it to provide 
both improved corrosion resistance 
and the ability to be hardened to 
a durable 58-60 on the Rockwell 
hardness scale. Sandvik believes 
that 14C28N is the.overall highest 
performing knife steel in the world 
that still maintains the productivity 
benefit of being finc-blankablc. Both 
Sandvik and Kershaw arc proud to 
present this new high-quality grade 
of steel. We arc sure our customers 
will appreciate its performance as 
much as we do. 

Best of all, we are happy to be able 
to provide this upgraded s~eel to our 
customers at no additional cost. 

... ..... 
. ·,, ... 
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18600 SW Teton A~eoue. • Tualatin. OR 97062 
Toll Free: 800.325.2891 · www.kershawknives.com 
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